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Resumo
A evolução da computação e das redes permitiu que múltiplos computadores fossem
interconectados, agregando seus poderes de processamento para formar uma computação de alto
desempenho (HPC). As aplicações que são executadas nesses ambientes processam enormes
quantidades de informação, podendo levar várias horas ou até dias para completar suas execuções,
motivando pesquisadores de varias áreas computacionais a estudar diferentes maneiras para
acelerá-las. Durante o processamento, essas aplicações trocam grandes quantidades de dados
entre os computadores, fazendo que a rede se torne um gargalo. A rede era considerada um
recurso estático, não permitindo modificações dinâmicas para otimizar seus links ou dispositivos.
Porém, as redes definidas por software (SDN) emergiram como um novo paradigma, permitindo-
a ser reprogramada de acordo com os requisitos dos usuários. SDN já foi usado para otimizar
a rede para aplicações HPC específicas mas nenhum trabalho tira proveito dos padrões de
comunicação expressos por elas. Então, o principal objetivo desta tese é pesquisar como esses
padrões podem ser usados para ajustar a rede, criando novas abstrações para programá-la, visando
acelerar as aplicações HPC. Para atingir esse objetivo, nós primeiramente pesquisamos todos
os níveis de programabilidade do SDN. Este estudo resultou na nossa primeira contribuição, a
criação de uma taxonomia para agrupar as abstrações de alto nível oferecidas pelas linguagens
de programação SDN. Em seguida, nós investigamos os padrões de comunicação das aplicações
HPC, observando seus comportamentos espaciais e temporais através da análise de suas matrizes
de tráfego (TMs). Concluímos que as TMs podem representar as comunicações, além disso,
percebemos que as aplicações tendem a transmitir as mesmas quantidades de dados entre
os mesmos nós computacionais. A segunda contribuição desta tese é o desenvolvimento de
um framework que permite evitar os fatores da rede que podem degradar o desempenho das
aplicações, tais como, sobrecarga imposta pela topologia, o desbalanceamento na utilização dos
links e problemas introduzidos pela programabilidade do SDN. O framework disponibiliza uma
API e mantém uma base de dados de TMs, uma para cada padrão de comunicação, anotadas
com restrições de largura de banda e latência. Essas informações são usadas para reprogramar
os dispositivos da rede, alocando uniformemente as comunicações nos caminhos da rede. Essa
abordagem reduziu o tempo de execução de benchmarks e aplicações reais em até 26.5%. Para
evitar que o código da aplicação fosse modificado, como terceira contribuição, desenvolvemos
um método para identificar automaticamente os padrões de comunicação. Esse método gera
texturas visuais differentes para cada TM e, através de técnicas de aprendizagem de máquina
(ML), identifica as aplicações que estão usando a rede. Em nossos experimentos, o método
conseguiu uma taxa de acerto superior a 98%. Finalmente, nós incorporamos esse método ao
framework, criando uma abstração que permite programar a rede sem a necessidade de alterar as
aplicações HPC, diminuindo em média 15.8% seus tempos de execução.
Palavras-chave: Redes Definidas por Software, Padrões de Comunicação, Aplicações HPC.
Abstract
The evolution of computing and networking allowed multiple computers to be interconnected,
aggregating their processing powers to form a high-performance computing (HPC). Applications
that run in these computational environments process huge amounts of information, taking
several hours or even days to complete their executions, motivating researchers from various
computational fields to study different ways for accelerating them. During the processing, these
applications exchange large amounts of data among the computers, causing the network to
become a bottleneck. The network was considered a static resource, not allowing dynamic
adjustments for optimizing its links or devices. However, Software-Defined Networking (SDN)
emerged as a new paradigm, allowing the network to be reprogrammed according to users’
requirements. SDN has already been used to optimize the network for specific HPC applications,
but no existing work takes advantage of the communication patterns expressed by those applica-
tions. So, the main objective of this thesis is to research how these patterns can be used for tuning
the network, creating new abstractions for programming it, aiming to speed up HPC applications.
To achieve this goal, we first surveyed all SDN programmability levels. This study resulted in
our first contribution, the creation of a taxonomy for grouping the high-level abstractions offered
by SDN programming languages. Next, we investigated the communication patterns of HPC
applications, observing their spatial and temporal behaviors by analyzing their traffic matrices
(TMs). We conclude that TMs can represent the communications, furthermore, we realize
that the applications tend to transmit the same amount of data among the same computational
nodes. The second contribution of this thesis is the development of a framework for avoiding the
network factors that can degrade the performance of applications, such as topology overhead,
unbalanced links, and issues introduced by the SDN programmability. The framework provides
an API and maintains a database of TMs, one for each communication pattern, annotated with
bandwidth and latency constraints. This information is used to reprogram network devices,
evenly placing the communications on the network paths. This approach reduced the execution
time of benchmarks and real applications up to 26.5%. To prevent the application’s source code
to be modified, as a third contribution of our work, we developed a method to automatically
identify the communication patterns. This method generates different visual textures for each TM
and, through machine learning (ML) techniques, identifies the applications using the network. In
our experiments the method succeeded with an accuracy rate over 98%. Finally, we incorporate
this method into the framework, creating an abstraction that allows programming the network
without changing the HPC applications, reducing on average 15.8% their execution times.
Keywords: Software-Defined Networking, Communication Patterns, HPC Applications.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last few decades, the computing power evolved from mono-processor computers
to many thousands of interconnected multiprocessor computers. This new scenario of aggre-
gating multiple computing nodes for working as a supercomputer is called High-Performance
Computing (HPC). HPC applications are being used in academia and laboratories for scientific
research and in industries for business and analytics [Gupta and Milojicic, 2011]. Scientists are
using these applications to create and predict complex phenoms, for example, weather forecast-
ing, prediction of natural disasters, bacterial profiling, animal genotyping, and so forth. HPC
has also a wide range of business applications, such as, analyzing large volumes of customer
data or logs from monitoring real-time network, simulating product designs, modeling complex
workflows, and exploring many aspects of social networks. For improving the quality of their
results, HPC applications are increasingly demanding computational power, being executed in
dedicated clusters, moving huge volumes of data, and taking hours, or even days, to complete
their executions.
Due to the considerable time that HPC applications take for finishing their ex-
ecutions, many researchers are studying and presenting proposals for accelerating them.
The application’s performance may be affected by several aspects, creating multiple
study opportunities and making this area widely researched. There are works modify-
ing scheduler for optimizing the job placement [Renner et al., 2015, Al-Fares et al., 2010,
Lee et al., 2014], using field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [Dimond et al., 2011,
Vassiliev, 2017] or graphics processing units (GPUs) [Erlacher et al., , Tangherloni et al., 2017],
proposing improved programming languages and frameworks [Nugteren, 2017, Kuster, 2017],
employing cache [Yu et al., 2017, Gémieux et al., 2017], taking advantage of cloud re-
sources [Righi et al., 2016, Galante et al., 2016], and so forth.
Another aspect used for improving the HPC applications is the fact that
the wide majority is implemented using well-known numerical methods, so-called
dwarfs [Asanovic et al., 2006]. A computational dwarf can be defined as “a pattern of com-
munication and computation common across a set of applications”. These communication
and computation patterns are also intensely researched and have been used for optimizing the
communication on networks-on-chip [Werner et al., 2017], GPUs [Wang et al., 2016], multi-
processor architectures [Prabhakar et al., 2017], and ameliorating the performance of applica-
tions [Rubin et al., 2014].
The network is also widely studied for improving the performance of these appli-
cations. The main reason is that the network performance did not evolve at the same rate
that other HPC resources, becoming a bottleneck. For example, comparing the network
transmission rate with the individual node computational power, in last decade, the com-
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putational power grew 36 times more than the network capacity [Jain, 2016]. So, under-
standing the communication demands of HPC applications and classifying them is a chal-
lenge in networking research [Srivastava et al., 2016] because it can be instrumental in several
management activities, such as monitoring [Chowdhury et al., 2014, Van Adrichem et al., 2014,
Yu et al., 2014], expansion planning [Simmons, 2014], traffic engineering [Trestian et al., 2013,
Wang et al., 2008, Akyildiz et al., 2014], detection of anomalies [Giotis et al., 2014], and energy
saving [Yao et al., 2016].
Optimizing the communication of HPC applications is also challenging due to the
limited control over the system environment. Unlike the computation resources that are typically
known a priori and are fully under the control of an executing application, the availability
of network resources may neither be predictable nor be completely under the control of an
executing application [Jain, 2016]. The common assumption is that HPC applications run on
a fixed number of processes, where the network is considered a static resource, working as a
connectivity service that cannot be controlled or modified [Righi et al., 2016]. Moreover, the
current network stack provides a best-effort service model for hosts communication, which is not
enough to satisfy the on-demand data access required by these applications [Sakr et al., 2011].
For combating these problems, Software-Defined Networking (SDN) emerged as an architecture
decoupling the network control and forwarding functions, enabling the network to become
directly programmable, and the underlying infrastructure being abstracted for applications and
services [ONF, 2013]. One benefit offered by SDN is that the network can be modified according
to the user requirements, inclusive for suiting transient demands, allowing runtime adjustments
for improving the performance of specific applications.
The SDN architecture is divided into three main layers: Data Plane, Control Plane, and
Application Plane [ONF, 2013]. The network devices (Data Plane) are managed by a remote and
decoupled Control Plane. The Control Plane observes and controls the whole network from a
logically centralized point, offering functions such as access control, orchestration, and network
virtualization. The network functions (e.g. routing, load balancer, firewall) are performed by the
network applications in the Application Plane. OpenFlow [McKeown et al., 2008] is a de facto
standard interface between Data Plane and Control Plane, but there is no standardization on the
interface between Control Plane and Application Plane. As this interface is used for creating
the applications that will modify the network behavior, the lack of standardization makes it
hard for researchers and developers to know which features and abstractions offered by SDN
can be useful to them. The interface between Control Plane and Application Plane can also be
implemented as high-level SDN programming languages; however, they also do not present any
kind of standardization, focusing mainly on network policies and offering abstractions focusing
network operators.
HPC is one of the most resource-intensive computing application areas, and therefore
SDN can effectively serve HPC [Kawai, 2012]. Different techniques proposed by SDN are em-
ployed to optimize the network for specific HPC applications, for example, dynamically applying
Quality of Service (QoS) on network paths [Egilmez et al., 2012, Narayan et al., 2012], modify-
ing the forwarding [Wang et al., 2012a, Kumar et al., 2015, Tang et al., 2017], reading informa-
tion from the network for improving the jobs placement [Qin et al., 2014, Renner et al., 2015,
Lee et al., 2014], modifying the topology [Vassoler et al., 2012], and so forth.
Considering that HPC applications present well-known communication patterns and
the flexibility offered by SDN for modifying the network dynamically, this thesis proposes the
development of a high-level abstraction using the communication patterns for programming the
network, aiming to speed up HPC applications. So, the main research question addressed in this
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thesis is: Is it possible to speed up the HPC applications by tuning the network according to
their communication patterns?
To answer this question, we first studied the SDN architecture, analyzing the different
levels for programming the SDN-enabled devices. The first contribution of our research is a
survey on the SDN programming languages, where all languages’ prominent features were
mapped and the similar ones were grouped, leading the creation of a taxonomy. This study
gave us a thorough understanding of which abstractions offered by SDN could be effective for
improving the performance of HPC applications. We also paralleled the advantages and issues
introduced by SDN, relating them with works aiming to accelerate HPC applications.
We researched works identifying the HPC applications’ communication patterns and
their requirements. For a better comprehension on these patterns, we inspected the spatial and
temporal behaviors of HPC applications by analyzing their traffic matrixs (TMs), varying the
input size and the number of computing nodes. This observation enabled us to conclude that (i)
HPC applications present "well-behaved" communications, tending to transmit the same amount
of information among the same computational nodes and (ii) the TM can be used to represent
the communication patterns of HPC applications. We also revisited the existing techniques for
computationally classifying the applications, realizing that the communications can be identified
by port-based, Deep Packet Inspection (DPI), and Machine Learning (ML)-based techniques,
each presenting advantages and issues.
For understanding the network factors that may slow down the performance of HPC
applications, we studied the impact caused by the delay imposed by the network topology and
the unbalancing in the load of its links. We also investigated the effects of the intrinsic SDN
programmability on the applications’ execution time, concluding that the main issues were
the latency for populating the switches’ flow tables and the time for performing a lookup on
them. So, the second contribution of this thesis is the development of a framework designed to
prevent the issues introduced by SDN. It decreases the latency for populating the flow tables
by proactively installing the rules before starting the application, the flow table lookup time is
reduced by grouping the matching flows. The framework keeps a database of communication
patterns represented by the TMs and annotated with latency-sensitive and bandwidth-intensive
constraints. This database is used for placing the application’s communications on the network
paths, forwarding the latency-sensitive through low-latency paths and using multiple paths
for balancing the bandwidth-intensive. We tested this framework on HPC benchmarks and
applications, achieving a reduction up to 26.5% in the execution time of real applications and at
best, it halved the benchmark execution time.
The proposed framework is intrusive, requiring the application source code to be modi-
fied by including calls to its Application Program Interface (API). This led us to implement an
autonomic solution for detecting the HPC applications communication patterns. Due to character-
istics of HPC applications communications, such as encryption and dynamically assigned ports,
we decided using an ML-based method. So, another contribution made during this thesis consists
of a novel methodology using features extracted from TMs as input for the ML classifiers. This
method applies a function for rendering different visual textures for each communication pattern;
after that, well-known textural representations are used for extracting the feature vectors to feed
different classifiers. We performed experiments for testing the classification, comparing the
accuracy of our proposal with four methods described in current literature. The results showed
that the accuracy of our method is less than 2% than the optimal solution, while the best accuracy
obtained with the other methods was 10.5% worse than ours.
Finally, we extended the framework, implementing our ML method on it, creating
a higher-level abstraction for programming the network. The framework has two modes of
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operation: learning and running. In learning mode it collects TMs from the network, applies
the ML method, and stores the computed information to feed the classifier; in this mode,
the user must inform the latency and bandwidth constraints. In the running mode, at each
predetermined interval of time, the framework acquires the TM from the network, applies the
ML method, and classifies the communication pattern. If the same communication pattern is
classified by a predetermined number of times, the framework reprograms the network for that
pattern. To evaluate the framework, we first set up the network with Link Aggregation Control
Protocol (LACP), a well-known protocol for load balancing across multiple links, and then
we executed a random queue of benchmarks, measuring its execution time. Next, we fed the
framework with the benchmarks’ communication patterns and executed it in the running mode
for classifying the communications and modifying the network behavior. The measured time for
executing the queue with our approach was 15.8% lower than LACP.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows, Chapter 2 shows our survey on
SDN architecture, reporting its different programming levels, the features and abstractions of
SDN programming languages, and our proposed taxonomy for classifying them. Chapter 3
presents the advantages and issues introduced by SDN, relating them with works using SDN for
optimizing HPC applications. The communication patterns, the spatial and temporal behaviors
investigation, and the existing techniques for automatically classifying them are also reported in
Chapter 2. Chapter 4 describes our proposed framework that uses the communication patterns as
the key logic for programming the network and its evaluation and results. Chapter 5 relates our
ML method and its implementation in the framework, also presenting its assessments and results.
Finally, Chapter 6 provides the concluding remarks of this thesis and outlines the potential future
work.
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Chapter 2
SDN: Overview, Abstractions, and
Classification
SDN is a new concept of networks where the forwarding devices are dumb, and the
routing algorithms are implemented in a separated entity called controller; the controller is
responsible for programming the forwarding decisions of these dumb devices. SDN is flexible,
allowing the network behavior to be adjusted on-the-fly for meeting specific requirements, so
it can be useful for optimizing the performance of HPC applications. In this chapter, we first
introduce the SDN architecture, explaining its components, layers, and interfaces. Next, we
report through examples all the possible levels of abstraction for programming these networks.
Finally, we present an in-depth study of the existing abstractions at the highest level, the
SDN programming languages. We believe that a proper understanding of these abstractions is
imperative for achieving the objectives proposed in this thesis.
SDN aims to overcome the conventional network infrastructure limitations where
each device has a specific rule on the network. For example, switches are used to connect
computers inside a Local Area Network (LAN); routers interconnect several LANs and/or to
connect the network to the Internet; firewalls filter out unwanted packets, and so forth. Fur-
thermore, each device must be individually configured, eventually causing misconfigurations
and errors, such as forwarding loops, packet losses, unintended paths, and contract viola-
tions [Feamster and Balakrishnan, 2005]. A further problem is the development and deployment
of new networking functions or protocols. Most of the vendors provide “black box” devices, not
allowing the network administrator to modify the embedded software. Certain suppliers offer
Software Development Kits (SDKs) that allow certain flexibility but, nevertheless, it is necessary
to have all devices from this same vendor, and also carefully install and configure new firmware
on all devices individually.
SDN, in contrast, is defined to be a network architecture where the forwarding devices
(Data Plane) are managed by a remote and decoupled Control Plane [Lantz et al., 2010]. The
Control Plane observes and controls the whole network from a (logically) centralized point,
offering functions such as routing protocols, access control, network virtualization, power
management, and also allowing the implementation of new protocols. One outcome introduced
by SDN is the possibility of a network to be defined/modified after it has been implemented.
New features can be added without modifying the hardware, allowing the network to evolve at
the same speed as the software [Lantz et al., 2010]. Figure 2.1 shows a comparison between the
conventional network versus SDN infrastructures. In the top of the figure, it is possible to note
different devices such as switches, load balancer, router, and firewall. In the bottom of the figure,
it is possible to see the same infrastructure, but with the Data Plane separated from Control Plane
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Figure 2.1: Conventional networking versus SDN infrastructures. Source: [Kreutz et al., 2015]
(SDN Controller). The network functions (routing, load balancer), in this case, are performed by
the network applications. These applications can be easily modified without any modification on
the network.
2.1 Architecture
The Open Networking Foundation (ONF) is a non-profit organization dedicated to the
development and standardization of Software-Defined Networking. ONF presented a high-level
view of SDN architecture [ONF, 2013], dividing it into three main layers: Data Plane, Control
Plane, and Application Plane. Figure 2.21 shows a graphical representation of the architectural
components and their interactions.
2.1.1 Data Plane
Data Plane layer (also known as Forwarding Plane) is comprised of one or more Network
Elements. Each Network Element contains one or more Datapaths. The Datapath is a network
device, which enables visibility and control over forwarding and data processing, consists of
one or more Forwarding Engines. Usually, the Forwarding Engine uses a matching table to
lookup the destination address of incoming packets and forwards them to the proper outgoing
port(s). In the scope of this thesis, the terms forwarding devices, network devices, and switches
are interleaved, referring to the Datapaths.
1Source: [ONF, 2013]
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Figure 2.2: SDN architecture.
A Datapath implements a Control-Data-Plane Interface (CDPI) Agent to communicate
with Control Plane layer. Sometimes, it also implements Processing Functions to perform internal
traffic processing, for example, DPI [Bouet et al., 2013]. The Datapath logical definition does
not prescribe implementation details such as the logical to physical mapping, management of
shared physical resources, virtualization or slicing, interoperability with non-SDN networking,
nor the data processing functionality [ONF, 2013]. Moreover, one Datapath may also be defined
across multiple physical network elements [Kang et al., 2013].
Data Plane also has an interface to communicate the Data Plane with the Control Plane.
This layer is responsible for forwarding (and/or modifying) all the network traffic. The Data
Plane handles all network packets through several operations, where the typical operations are
lookup, forward (in particular cases multicast or replicate), drop, re-mark, count, and queue.
Virtualization is also part of Data Plane layer. Many virtual switches can be defined
inside a real device [Drutskoy et al., 2013], or one virtual switch can be instantiated across
multiple physical devices [Kang et al., 2013]. Virtualization allows multiple logical networks
being shared by the same physical network [Jain and Paul, 2013].
Control-Data-Plane Interface
The term Control-Data-Plane Interface (CDPI) is also called as “Southbound API” and
refers to a communication interface between Data and Control Planes. This interface specifies
operations to manage and control the networking devices. Besides the commands to manage
flow tables, and it also provides statistical information on link usage, forwarding tables, ports,
queues, and so forth.
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To date, OpenFlow [McKeown et al., 2008] is the most used CDPI, but it is not the only
one. There exist some other proposals such as ForCES [Doria et al., 2010], POF [Song, 2013],
Open vSwitch Database (OVSDB) [Pfaff and Davie, 2013], OpFlex [Smith et al., 2014], and
POSEIDON [Hakiri and Gokhale, 2016]. OpenFlow was originally designed and imple-
mented to “allow researchers to run experimental protocols in the networks they use every
day” [McKeown et al., 2008]. OpenFlow is based on the Ethernet switch, with an internal flow
table, and a standardized interface to add and remove flow entries.
The OpenFlow protocol is the first standard communication inter-
face [Ren and Xu, 2014] of SDN era. It is also the most accepted and deployed
CDPI [Kreutz et al., 2015]. OpenFlow presents an open interface to allow Data Plane
forwarding tables to be managed, by adding, modifying and removing matching rules and
actions. The OpenFlow version 1.0 primitives are presented in Figure 2.32. OpenFlow-enabled
switches have a flow table with a set of matching fields (used to match against packet header
values), statistical counters, and a set of zero or more actions to be applied in the case of
matching.
Figure 2.3: OpenFlow v1.0 primitives.
In the basic OpenFlow operation, upon receiving a new packet, the network device
compares the packet header fields against its flow table entries. If a matching entry is found,
the actions set on that entry are performed on the packet (e.g., the action might be to forward
a packet out a specified port). If no match is found, the packet is forwarded to the controller
through OpenFlow protocol. The controller manages the switch’s flow table by adding and/or
removing the flow entries (once again using OpenFlow protocol). The routing decisions can be
2Source: [Nadeau and Gray, 2013]
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made periodically or “ad hoc” by the controller; they are translated into rules and actions that
are installed in the switches’ flow tables with a configurable lifespan and, during this time, the
forwarding is performed at wire speed [McKeown et al., 2008].
OpenFlow was firstly proposed by Nick McKeown in April 2008. In March 2011 was
founded the ONF as a non-profit, user-driven organization dedicated for promoting SDN through
open standards. ONF adopted OpenFlow, releasing protocol specification versions numbered
from 1.0 to 1.5, introducing many features and improvements; the last version was released in
2014.
Network Elements
The Network Elements are composed of one or more Datapaths. These elements
have Forwarding Engine(s), as the name suggest, are used to forward the packets through
their ports. Usually, this Engine has a matching table where the incoming packets are com-
pared with. If a match occurs, the actions (forward, drop, modify fields, enqueue) registered
in that match line are performed (as can be seen in Figure 2.3). Besides the forwarding ver-
sion introduced by OpenFlow, there are also other works proposing different Forwarding En-
gines [Ramos et al., 2013, Vencioneck et al., 2014, Martinello et al., 2014].
Many manufacturers (e.g., Hewlett-Packard, Extreme Networks, Huawei, Juniper) are
launching SDN-compatible switches. Most of these devices have implemented in hardware an
architecture compatible with OpenFlow v1.0 and, some of them already have a certification
issued by ONF3, for example HP 2920, HP 3800, HP 5420, NEC PF5240. ONF released
many versions of OpenFlow, with significant changes, in a short period of time, forcing the
manufacturers to modify their strategy on enabling the instantiation of virtual SDN-switches in
their physical switches.
Virtualization
The frequent changes in the OpenFlow specification forced several researchers and
companies develop software switches. Besides this, Jain [Jain and Paul, 2013] showed five more
reasons to virtualize resources:
Sharing: When a resource is too big for a single user, it is best to divide it into multiple
virtual pieces, as is the case with today’s multi-core servers. Each server can run multiple
virtual machines (VMs), and each machine can be used by a different user. The same applies to
high-speed links and large-capacity disks. All virtual switch presented in Table 2.1 permits this
kind of sharing.
Isolation: Multiple users sharing a resource may not trust each other, so it is important
to provide isolation among users. Users using one virtual component should not be able
to monitor or interfere the activities of other users. Flowvisor [Sherwood et al., 2009] is the
most known technology that permits isolation, but there exist other initiatives focusing on
isolation such as AutoVFlow [Yamanaka et al., 2014], OpenVirteX [Al-Shabibi et al., 2014],
AutoSlice [Bozakov and Papadimitriou, 2012], and SD-NMS [Ahmed et al., 2015].
Aggregation: If the resources are small, it is possible to construct a large virtual
resource by grouping them. It is the case of storage, where a large number of inexpensive
unreliable disks can be used to make up large reliable storage. Usually, aggregation is called
“Big Switch.” Kang et al. [Kang et al., 2013] and Yan et al. [Yan et al., 2017] are examples of
abstractions for creating big switches.
3https://www.opennetworking.org/openflow-conformance-certified-products
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Table 2.1: OpenFlow software switches.
Device OpenFlow Version Features
Indigo
[Floodlight, 2017] 1.0
runs on physical switches and uses features
and takes advantage of the ASICs
LINC
[Linc, 2017] 1.2-1.3
multiple logical switches, runs on Linux,
Solaris, Windows, MacOS, and FreeBSD
of13softswitch
[CPqD, 2017] 1.3
user-space software switch based on
Ericsson TrafficLab 1.1 softswitch4
Open vSwitch
[Linux, 2017] 1.0-1.3, 1.4*, 1.5*
ported to multiple virtualization platforms
and switching chipsets; integrated into
many virtual management systems; support
distribution across multiple physical devices
XORPlus
[Xorplus, 2017] 1.0 software switch to high-performance ASICs
* Supported, with one or more missing features.
Dynamics: Often resource requirements change fast due to, for example, user mobility.
It is necessary to provide a way to quickly reallocate the resources. Virtual resources make it
easier than with physical resources. As example, we can cite Keller et al. [Keller et al., 2012]
and Yao et al. [Yao et al., 2016] proposing solution for live migration and VM placement for
optimize the network and reduce energy costs.
Ease of management: Last but not least is the ease of management. Virtual devices
are easier to manage because they are software-based and expose a uniform interface through
standard abstractions. Gember et al. [Gember et al., 2012] presented one example of simplifying
middlebox management through SDN.
Virtual switches use the same idea of VMs for sharing the network resources. Table 2.1
shows examples of open-source software switch implementations, the supported OpenFlow
version, and some relevant features.
As mentioned before, the Data Plane uses the CDPI to communicate with the upper
layer called Control Plane. Next section explains the Control Plane layer, showing its main
element (Controller) and the interface Northbound Interface (NBI) which enables the controller
to be programmed with a higher level of abstraction.
2.1.2 Control Plane
Control Plane layer is composed of the Controller and the Northbound Interface. The
controller is responsible for maintaining all the network paths, as well as programming each
network device using the commands and responses described in the CDPI. The controller
exposes and abstracts network functions and operations via NBI programmatic interfaces.
These functions can include orchestration [Autenrieth et al., 2013, Banikazemi et al., 2013,
Kotronis et al., 2014], mediation [Yin et al., 2014], and also provide interface for user appli-
cations to exchange information with the Network Elements.
The functions offered by the Control Plane are provided through Representational
State Transfer (REST) [Jakl, 2008] or proprietary APIs. These APIs allow the informa-
tion to be exchanged directly with the Controller. NBI can also be defined as a network
4https://github.com/TrafficLab/of11softswitch
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programming language (e.g., Frenetic [Foster et al., 2010], FML [Hinrichs et al., 2009], Net-
Core [Monsanto et al., 2012]) implemented on the top of Controller, facilitating the development
of network applications.
Controllers
One of the main advantages presented by SDN paradigm is having a logically cen-
tralized view of the network through Controller. This centralized view eliminates the need for
distributed network protocols, which is typically complicated and sometimes do not estimates
the best routing solution [Goransson and Black, 2014]. Controllers are also called Network
Operating Systems, and they are the main element in Control Plane, carrying out all the network
“intelligence.”
Controllers support the SDN Applications, translating them to network configuration
based on the policies defined by the network operator. They present two behaviors: reactive and
proactive. By acting reactively, the first packet of a flow received by a network device is sent to
the Controller. The Controller, based on its Application logic, inserts or modifies flow entries on
the switches’ flow tables. This approach presents the most efficient use of flow tables, but every
new flow causes an additional setup time. In the proactive approach, the controller pre-populates
the flow tables of all network devices, and no additional flow setup time is needed. However, in
this case, it is necessary to aggregate specify rules to cover all routes, and it is harder to deal
with runtime network modifications [Jammal et al., 2014].
The first SDN Controller was NOX [Gude et al., 2008]. In 2008, NOX was adopted by
the SDN community and became open source. It was used as the basis for some subsequent
Controllers, such as Onix [Koponen et al., 2010] and POX5. Beacon [Erickson, 2013] is a Java-
based OpenFlow Controller created in early 2010; Floodlight [Networks, 2015] was forked from
Beacon. There are some other Controllers, such as Trema (Ruby-based) [Takamiya, 2015], and
Ryu [Ryu, 2015]. Network vendors, such as Cisco, HP, IBM, VMWare, and Juniper created
their own Controllers, most of them based were based on Beacon, but lately, they moved toward
OpenDaylight [Medved et al., 2014]. The OpenDaylight Controller is Java-based also derived
from the original Beacon, currently supported by the Linux Foundation.
Table 2.2: OpenFlow controllers.
Controller NBI CDPI OF Version Language
Beacon proprietary OpenFlow 1.0 Java
Floodlight RESTful OpenFlow 1.0-1.4 Java
HP VAN RESTful OpenFlow, L2 & L3 agents 1.0, 1.3 Java
NOX proprietary OpenFlow 1.0 C++
Onix proprietary OpenFlow 1.0 C, Python
OpenDayLight REST SLA 1.0, 1.3 Java
POX proprietary OpenFlow 1.0 Python
Ryu proprietary OpenFlow 1.0, 1.2-1.5 Python
Trema proprietary OpenFlow 1.0, 1.3 C, Ruby
Most of controllers support only OpenFlow as CDPI but some, such as OpenDaylight,
Onix, and HP VAN, offer a wider range of Southbound APIs or protocol plugins. Onix supports
both the OpenFlow and OVSDB protocols. The HP VAN SDN Controller has other CDPI
5http://www.noxrepo.org/pox/
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connectors such as L2 and L3 agents. OpenDaylight provides an Service Layer Abstraction (SLA)
allowing several CDPI (OpenFlow, OVSDB, NETCONF, LISP, BGP, PCEP, SNMP) to coexist
in the control platform.
To communicate with the upper layers, Controllers use the NBI interface. Unlike the
CDPI, there is still no strong standard adopted for the NBI, so, each controller specifies its own
interface.
Northbound Interface
The Northbound Interfaces (NBI) aims to abstract the higher Application layer com-
mands to optimized low-level CDPI instructions used to program the network elements. Usually,
this interface is provided by the Controller and can be a proprietary API, a REST API or an
implementation of a higher-level language. Unlike the CDPI, where OpenFlow stands out as
the major initiative, in NBI there is still no standard or protocol widely used. Besides the
ONF announced the creation of the Northbound Interface Working Group, in Octobre 2013, for
developing NBIs information models but, currently no relevant document was released by this
group [ONF, 2017].
One way to propose higher level to applications is through an API: Proprietary or
REST(ful). In computer systems, client programs use APIs to communicate with servers.
Generally speaking, an API exposes a set of data and functions to facilitate interactions between
computer programs and allow them to exchange information [Jakl, 2008].
Proprietary APIs provide functions specified by the manufacturer, not using any devel-
opment standard. In contrast, the REST API definition provides guidelines and best practices
for creating scalable (web) services. Its primary goal is to allow Internet-scale distributed
hypermedia systems by reducing network latency with caching and reducing server load by
omitting session states. It describes some architectural constraints: client-server communica-
tion model, uniform interface, layered system, cacheable, stateless, and optionally coded on
demand [Jakl, 2008].
The uniform interface standardizes four interfaces: identification of resources, ma-
nipulation of resources through representations, self-descriptive messages, and Hypermedia
As The Engine Of Application State. Identification of resources is made by using Uniform
Resource Identifier6. Manipulation of resources through representations defines the interaction
with resources but not the resource itself. This conceptual distinction allows the resource to be
represented in different ways and formats. The self-descriptive messages may include metadata
to convey additional details regarding the resource state, the representation format and size, and
the message itself. It specifies the principle that the client interacts with a network applica-
tion entirely through hypermedia provided dynamically by application servers. This constraint
decouples client and server to evolve independently.
The layered system constraints enable network-based intermediaries such as proxies and
gateways to act transparently between a client and server. The network-based intermediary may
intercept client-server communication for security enforcement, response caching, and/or load
balancing. Caching constraints permit the server to declare the cacheability of each response’s
data. Caching response data can help to reduce latency, increase the overall availability and
reliability of, and also control the server’s load. Stateless constraint says that each request is an
independent transaction, unrelated to any previous request. Thereby, the communication consists
of independent pairs of request and response. Finally, the coded on demand constraint enables
servers to temporarily transfer executable programs, such as scripts or plug-ins, to be executed
6Example of Uniform Resource Identifier: https://www.opennetworking.org/about/onf-overview/
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by the clients. To be considered RESTful, the API must implement all these constraints. As seen
in Table 2.2, just a few controllers implement the constraints specified by the REST architecture;
most of them implement a proprietary API, probably due to the lack of standardization in this
interface.
Another approach for simplifying the network programmability is through high-level
programming languages. New languages are being proposed, increasing the level of offered
abstractions, adding new features to different programming aspects, and also optimizing the
utilization of network resources. Given the importance of languages for programming the
network, we systematically studied them, analyzing their features, interactions, and evolutions.
This state-of-the-art investigation is presented in Section 2.3.
2.1.3 Application Plane
Application Plane is the highest level in the SDN architecture. This plane is composed
of one or more SDN Applications: programs that explicitly, directly, and programmatically
communicate their network requirements and desired network behavior to the SDN Controller
via NBIs [ONF, 2013]. There are many works proposing applications to deal with traditional
network areas, such as routing, firewalling, load balancing, monitoring, QoS, and so forth.
We investigated relevant SDN applications related to this thesis, i.e., presenting an
approach to optimize the network according to the requirements of applications running on top
of the network. These applications are reported in Section 3.1.
Although in the architecture proposed by ONF, applications sit at the highest level of
the SDN architecture, in practice, the network can be programmed through three different levels
of abstraction which are discussed in the next section.
2.2 Abstraction Levels for Programming SDN
SDNs can be programmed in the three different levels: Low-level, API-based, and
Domain-Specific Language (DSL) [Mernik et al., 2005]. Figure 2.4 shows the SDN architecture,
pinpointing where these programming levels are located, and the following sections explain
them, highlighting their differences.
The most common categories of SDN applications include forwarding and firewalling
so, for explaining the differences among these programming levels, we implemented two appli-
cations: a static switch and a packet filter firewall. These examples were implemented in the
three abstraction levels and deployed in a simple topology consisting of two hosts and three
switches (Figure 2.5). Although simple, this topology allows illustrating some advantages in
programming SDN with higher-level languages supporting fundamental concepts (constructs)
such as modular composition, automatic priority handling, dynamic policy instantiation, and
topology abstraction.
In a static switch, all flow tables are filled manually, using the destination MAC address
to forward packets out to the physical ports. In a real environment, this example is impractical
because it is not scalable, i.e. in adding a new host or switch, all flow tables must be manually
reprogrammed. The example also does not allow mobility, that is, the hosts can never change the
switch ports they are connected to. The final issue lies in all decisions being deployed manually,
in a large environment, it becomes highly error-prone.
The packet filter firewall looks at the packet header (network addresses and ports) and
determines if that packet should be allowed or blocked [Julkunen and Chow, 1998]. The second
implemented application specifies packet filter rules to deny the File Transfer Protocol (FTP).
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Figure 2.4: SDN programming levels.
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Figure 2.5: Experimental topology.
This protocol uses two TCP ports to separate control and data connections. The TCP port number
20 is used to exchange the data, and TCP port number 21 is used to transfer the protocol control
messages, so both ports have to be blocked. This example demonstrates that low-level premises,
such as priorities, can be abstracted through the languages’ constructs.
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2.2.1 Low-level
We labeled Low-level programming when the networks are programmed directly
through CDPI. As we stated before, OpenFlow stands out as the major initiative in CDPI,
but it does not make the programming task easier. Actually, from the perspective of program-
ming languages, it may be considered as the assembly language of network programmability.
OpenFlow forces the programmers to manipulate bit patterns in packets and carefully manage the
shared rule-table space [Reich et al., 2013]. Moreover, each network device must be programmed
individually, errors and inconsistencies must be manually handled by the network programmer.
To develop applications in this programming level, it is necessary to use a General-purpose
Language (GPL) (such as C, Java, Python, or shell script) to exchange CDPI messages directly
with the switches.
To implement the first example (static switch), using Low-level programming, it is
necessary to specify, in all switches, all the forwarding decisions. It is similar to configure
conventional routers with static routing, but using MAC addresses rather than IP addresses. To
program the switches, it has to be sent OpenFlow FlowMod messages, specifying the dl_dst in
the match header and the destination port in action header. The structure of these messages is
presented in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: OpenFlow FlowMod message.
The topology shown in Figure 2.5 was implemented using Open
vSwitch [Pfaff et al., 2009]; this software switch implementation provides a set of tools
to manage the switches. The command ovs-ofctl was used to send the OpenFlow messages to
configure the devices to act as a static switch. Figure 2.7 shows the commands, implemented in
a Linux shell script, to program all switches to act as static switches.
Similarly, the second application, the packet filter firewall, was implemented in the
same topology by using the command ovs-ofctl (Figure 2.8). In this case, it was necessary to
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Switch1
ovs-ofctl add-flow Switch1 priority=100,dl_dst=00:00:00:01:01:01,actions=output:1
ovs-ofctl add-flow Switch1 priority=100,dl_dst=00:00:00:02:02:02,actions=output:2
Switch2
ovs-ofctl add-flow Switch2 priority=100,dl_dst=00:00:00:01:01:01,actions=output:1
ovs-ofctl add-flow Switch2 priority=100,dl_dst=00:00:00:02:02:02,actions=output:2
Switch3
ovs-ofctl add-flow Switch3 priority=100,dl_dst=00:00:00:01:01:01,actions=output:1
ovs-ofctl add-flow Switch3 priority=100,dl_dst=00:00:00:02:02:02,actions=output:2
Figure 2.7: Static switch programmed directly with OpenFlow.
insert rules into the switches to drop packets with TCP destination port equal to 20 and 21. The
priority was defined to 200 to be greater than the forwarding rules presented in Figure 2.7.
Switch1
ovs-ofctl add-flow Switch1 priority=200,tcp,tp_dst=20,actions=drop
ovs-ofctl add-flow Switch1 priority=200,tcp,tp_dst=21,actions=drop
Switch3
ovs-ofctl add-flow Switch3 priority=200,tcp,tp_dst=20,actions=drop
ovs-ofctl add-flow Switch3 priority=200,tcp,tp_dst=21,actions=drop
Figure 2.8: Packet filter firewall to deny FTP ports programmed directly with OpenFlow.
In the first example, flows had to be inserted into all switches to allow the communication
between PC1 and PC2. When a new host is connected to this topology, all switches have to be
reprogrammed, specifying rules to correctly forward traffic to it. In the second example, it was
necessary to be aware of the priority of firewalling rules to be greater than the forwarding ones;
otherwise, TCP communication would not be blocked.
2.2.2 API-based
Applications implemented in this programming level use the APIs exposed by the
controllers. These applications are translated by the controller into CDPI messages. However,
these APIs present the same problems as Low-level programming; they oblige programmers to
reason manually, in unstructured and ad hoc ways, with low-level dependencies among different
parts of their code. For instance, an application that performs multiple tasks (e.g., routing,
monitoring, access control, and server load balancing) must ensure that packet-processing rules
installed to perform one task do not override the functionality of another. This fact leads to
monolithic applications where the logic for different tasks is inexorably intertwined, making the
software difficult to write, test, debug, and reuse [Monsanto et al., 2013].
The controllers may expose two types of APIs: local and remote. When using the
local APIs, the SDN applications are implemented internally in the controller, using its classes,
methods, and interfaces. These applications must be written in the controller’s language, and
must run on the same host. For example, to implement the first ovs-ofctl command, shown in
Figure 2.7, using the Floodlight local API7, it would be necessary the piece of code shown in
Figure 2.9. The other commands used to program the static switch application have not been
shown, because they are repetitive and to save space. However, the whole application can be
made by repeating the Figure 2.9 code, modifying the port (line 4) and destination MAC address
(line 7).
7Floodlight API documentation is available at:
https://floodlight.atlassian.net/wiki/display/floodlightcontroller
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// Declare the flow
1. OFFlowMod fmTo=new OFFlowMod();
2. fmTo.setType(OFType.FLOW_MOD);
// Declare the action
3. List actionsTo=new ArrayList();
4. OFAction outputTo=new OFActionOutput((short)1);
5. actionsTo.add(outputTo);
// Declare the match
6. OFMatch mTo=new OFMatch();
7. mTo.setDataLayerDestination(
Ethernet.toMACAddress(“00:00:00:01:01:01”));
8. fmTo.setActions(actionsTo);
9. fmTo.setMatch(mTo);
// Push the flow
10. staticFlowEntryPusher.addFlow(“FlowTo′′,fmTo,dp);
Figure 2.9: Modifying flow tables with local Floodlight API.
Remote APIs can act as an abstraction/mediation level between the two different
environments; they allow the different technologies to exchange information. Usually, the
information is exchanged through Extensible Markup Language (XML) or JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON). Applications using this type of API can be written in any GPL and can run on
a different host than the controller. We opted to implement the examples using only remote APIs
because the source code is cleaner than local APIs.
POX [McCauley, 2015] is a popular controller that provides a remote API8 for mod-
ifying the switches’ flow tables. Figure 2.10 shows the required JSONs to specify the static
forwarding. The program curl may be used for sending these JSON to the controller. The API
set_table method was used to insert the flows into switches’ flow tables.
Switch1
‘{“method”:“set_table”,“params”:{“dpid”: “00-00-00-00-00-01”,“flows”:
[{“actions”:[{“type”:“OFPAT_OUTPUT”,“port”:1}],
“match”:{“dl_dst”:“00:00:00:01:01:01”}},
{“actions”:[{“type”:“OFPAT_OUTPUT”,“port”:2}],
“match”:{“dl_dst”:“00:00:00:02:02:02”}}]}}’
Switch2
‘{“method”:“set_table”,“params”:{“dpid”: “00-00-00-00-00-02”,“flows”:
[{“actions”:[{“type”:“OFPAT_OUTPUT”,“port”:1}],
“match”:{“dl_dst”:“00:00:00:01:01:01”}},
{“actions”:[{“type”:“OFPAT_OUTPUT”,“port”:2}],
“match”:{“dl_dst”:“00:00:00:02:02:02”}}]}}’
Switch3
‘{“method”:“set_table”,“params”:{“dpid”: “00-00-00-00-00-03”,“flows”:
[{“actions”:[{“type”:“OFPAT_OUTPUT”,“port”:1}],
“match”:{“dl_dst”:“00:00:00:01:01:01”}},
{“actions”:[{“type”:“OFPAT_OUTPUT”,“port”:2}],
“match”:{“dl_dst”:“00:00:00:02:02:02”}}]}}’
Figure 2.10: Static switch using the POX controller API.
8POX API documentation is available at:
https://openflow.stanford.edu/display/ONL/POX+Wiki
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Some controllers offer specific APIs to ease the development of network applications;
the Ryu controller, for example, provides APIs to deal with firewalling, routing, and setting QoS.
So, to implement the second application, we used the Ryu Firewall API9.
Figure 2.11 shows the necessary JSONs to be sent to switches to deny the FTP ports.
Due to the OpenFlow matching fields prerequisites, matching on the TCP port is allowed only
if the Ethernet type is explicitly set to IPv4 and the IP protocol is set to TCP. In the same
application, implemented with Low-level programming (Figure 2.8), the ovs-ofctl command
includes a shorthand notation to specify the Ethernet type and IP protocol10.
Switch1
‘{“dl_type”: “IPv4”, “nw_proto”: “TCP”, “tp_dst”: “20”,
“actions”: “DENY”, “priority”: “200”}’
‘{“dl_type”: “IPv4”, “nw_proto”: “TCP”, “tp_dst”: “21”,
“actions”: “DENY”, “priority”: “200”}’
Switch3
‘{“dl_type”: “IPv4”, “nw_proto”: “TCP”, “tp_dst”: “20”,
“actions”: “DENY”, “priority”: “200”}’
‘{“dl_type”: “IPv4”, “nw_proto”: “TCP”, “tp_dst”: “21”,
“actions”: “DENY”, “priority”: “200”}’
Figure 2.11: Packet filter firewall to deny FTP ports using the Ryu Firewall API.
Controllers provide APIs to program the network but, as it was possible to see through
these examples, the functionalities offered are low-level, just like the OpenFlow protocol. We
could also see that, even using a specific firewall API, all rules must be inserted manually in the
right switches, and the rules priority must be carefully managed to avoid forwarding rules with
higher priority.
In these two first programming levels, to create an application with multiple functionali-
ties, for example, the static switch combined with the firewall, it is necessary to create a unique
program implementing the both functions. Again, the rules priorities must be carefully inserted
to avoid higher priority functions from being overlapped.
2.2.3 Domain-Specific Language
A Domain-Specific Language (DSL) is a programming language that offers, through
appropriate notations and abstractions, expressive power focused on, and usually restricted to, a
particular problem domain [Van Deursen et al., 2000]. The SDN programming languages have
a compiler (or framework) responsible for translating their high-level constructs to messages
understandable by a controller API. All the studied SDN programming languages were classified
as Domain-Specific Language (DSL), providing higher-level constructs to optimize the network
resources utilization, and adding new abstractions for different programming aspects, such as
monitoring, security, and virtualization.
Some languages were designed to address specific problems, while others offer more
general abstractions, and can be used to create any network application. To emphasize the dif-
ferences in abstractions offered by the different SDN languages, we implemented the first
application, the static switch, in two programming languages: Pyretic [Reich et al., 2013,
Monsanto et al., 2013] and Merlin [Soulé et al., 2013a].
9Ryu Firewall API documentation is available at:
https://osrg.github.io/ryu-book/en/html/rest_firewall.html
10The ovs-ofctl command translates the tcp keyword to “dl_type=0x0800, nw_proto=6”
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Figure 2.12 shows the static switch implemented in Pyretic11. The Pyretic’s compiler
translates network applications into Ryu (or NOX) remote API commands. The Pyretic language
is embedded in Python, and every program must have a main method and import at minimum
the Pyretic core library.
To perform the static switch behavior, we defined a method called static_switch.
This method uses the construct match to filter packets with destination MAC address
00:00:00:01:01:01 (PC1). The forwarding to port 1 is performed through construct fwd. Simi-
larly, the packets to PC2 are forwarded to port 2. This was only possible because all switches
use port 1 to forward to PC1 and port 2 to forward to PC2; usually, that is not true, so it is
necessary to include a new match to specify, in each switch, which port should be forwarded
(e.g. ((match(switch = Switch1) & match(dstmac = EthAddr (‘00:00:00:01:01:01’))) >>
f wd(1))).
from pyretic.lib.corelib import *
def static_switch():
return ((match(dstmac=EthAddr(‘00:00:00:01:01:01’)) >> fwd(1)) +
(match(dstmac=EthAddr(‘00:00:00:02:02:02’)) >> fwd(2)))
def main():
return static_switch()
Figure 2.12: Static switch programmed with Pyretic.
We also implemented the static switch in the Merlin framework12. This framework
that allows administrators to express network policies in a high-level, declarative language
(Section 2.3.3) based on regular expressions. Figure 2.13 shows the source code of a static switch
implemented in Merlin.
ipSrc = 192.168.10.10 and ipDst = 192.168.10.11 -> .* ;
ipSrc = 192.168.10.11 and ipDst = 192.168.10.10 -> .* ;
Figure 2.13: Static switch implemented in Merlin.
The Merlin language provides a higher-level abstraction (.∗) to specify path selection;
the dot symbol indicates matches any single network device and the asterisk means repetition.
This abstraction can be used to define the forwarding without worrying about the switches, links,
or ports; it automatically installs the necessary rules in the right switches. The Merlin compiler
computes the shortest path between the hosts and programs the flow entries in switches between
PC1 and PC2. Further details on path selection abstraction are presented in Section 2.3.4.
The second example, the packet filter firewall to deny FTP ports, was also implemented
in Pyretic and its source code is presented in Figure 2.14. To implement this new function, we
created another method, called firewall, to drop all packets matching TCP ports 20 and 21. The
construct negation (∼) in conjunction with match, filter only packets not matching the specified
destination TCP ports (dstport), so FTP packets will be dropped, and all other packets can be
forwarded.
11Pyretic documentation is available at:
https://github.com/frenetic-lang/pyretic/wiki/Language-Basics
12Merlin documentation is available at:
https://github.com/merlin-lang/merlin
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from pyretic.lib.corelib import *
def firewall():
return (∼match(dstport=20) & ∼match(dstport=21))
def static_switch():
return ((match(dstmac=EthAddr(‘00:00:00:01:01:01’)) >> fwd(1)) +
(match(dstmac=EthAddr(‘00:00:00:02:02:02’)) >> fwd(2)))
def main():
return firewall() >> static_switch()
Figure 2.14: Packet filter firewall to deny FTP ports programmed with Pyretic.
Both functions static switch and packet filter firewall are finally composed in the main
method through the sequential modular compositor (>>). This compositor receives the packets
outputted from firewall method (all packets except those with TCP destination ports 20 and 21),
and forwards these packets to the static_switch method. The forwarding decisions implemented
in the static_switch method are then performed.
Despite the simplicity of the examples implemented in a tiny topology, we can observe
a substantial difference in favor of the languages, regarding topology abstraction, automatic
priority control, or dynamic policy instantiation. Topology abstraction is relevant especially when
the topology complexity increases. Automatic priority control, dynamic policy instantiation, and
modular composition (Section 2.3.4) are useful to overcome the intricacy of multiple concurrent
applications running on the network. Moreover, as stated earlier, in the first two programming
levels, all rules must be inserted individually in every switch, where the different tasks priorities
have to be handled manually.
The abstractions presented in these examples are not exhaustive concerning those offered
by SDN languages, on the contrary, languages are evolving and increasingly providing higher-
level constructs. Due to the wide variety of abstractions that languages can offer, we surveyed
the existing SDN languages [Trois et al., 2016b], reporting and classifying their abstractions.
2.3 SDN Programming Language Classification
We systematically studied the languages, proposing a taxonomy for classifying them.
First, we delimited, among the existing NBI publications, those proposing a language to program
the network. Next, we gathered all the prominent language features, mapping and grouping the
similar ones. This step was difficult because, as we stated before, there is no NBI standardization,
and many different nomenclatures were used for naming similar features. All surveyed languages
were classified as DSL [Mernik et al., 2005]. Some of these languages provide a general and
wide set of operations, including abstractions to query network information, to specify flow
matching and actions, to compose programs by grouping modules, and so forth. On the other
hand, some languages yield to specific areas, such as fault-tolerance or policy delegation.
For elaborating the taxonomy, we used the Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis
(FODA) [Kang et al., 1990] method. The primary focus of this method is the identification
of the prominent or distinctive features on specific domains, in our case, the SDN programming
languages. Features are the attributes of a system that directly affect end users. The end users
have to make decisions regarding the availability of features in the system, and they need to
understand the meaning of the features in order to use the system. A feature diagram is a hierar-
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chically arranged set of features. Relationships between a parent feature and its child features
are categorized as: and – all sub-features must be selected, alternative – only one subfeature
can be selected, inclusive or – one or more can be selected, mandatory – features that required,
and optional – features that are optional [Batory, 2005]. Figure 2.15 presents the symbology to
represent the feature diagrams.
mandatory
optional
inclusive or
alternative (exclusive or)
and
Figure 2.15: Feature diagram legend.
We firstly researched papers proposing NBI abstractions. Once those papers were
identified, we used the FODA Context Analysis to filter only the proposals presenting language-
related aspects as key characteristics. These papers also described other information such as
language framework, compiling techniques and optimizations, and so forth – we focused only on
language aspects. In the next FODA phase (Domain Modeling), all relevant features and their
relationships were raised and mapped into a feature diagram. Due to the lack of standardization,
some features presented with various names by different authors were grouped.
SDN Programming Languages
Programming ParadigmPolicy DefinitionFlow Installation Abstractions
Declarative Imperative
Logic Functional
Reactive
Static DynamicReactive Proactive Refer toFigure 2.17
Event-
driven
Figure 2.16: Top-level classification feature diagram.
Figure 2.16 shows the top-level feature diagram, where the first subnode level repre-
sents the major axes: Flow Installation, Policy Definition, Programming Paradigm, and the
Abstractions provided by the languages. Table 2.3 classifies the languages according to these
features. The following sections explain these features in further details. For better visualization,
the Abstractions were plotted in a separate feature diagram (Figure 2.17). We did not include in
our taxonomy elementary OpenFlow operations such as forwarding, packet header modification,
and others. The features were identified based on the existing SDN programming languages.
They might not be exhaustive with respect to all SDN requirements, and additional features may
be included with the evolution of the languages.
2.3.1 Flow Installation
Flow installation refers to the way the languages install the rules on switches. An
OpenFlow switch forwards packets according to rules stored in its flow tables. The controller
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handles these tables by adding or removing those rules. The rules can be installed in switches
either reactively (when a new flow arrives on the switch), proactively (controller installs rules
beforehand), or in a hybrid way. Hybrid flow installation is a combination of both, reactive and
proactive approaches.
In the reactive approach, when a new packet arrives at the switch, a lookup operation is
performed in its flow tables. Then if there is no match between the arriving packet and switch’s
flow table entries, the switch creates an OpenFlow packet-in packet and sends it to the controller.
The controller receives the packet-in and, based on its program logic, it creates and installs a rule
in the switch’s flow tables. Languages that use reactive flow installation forward all new flows to
controllers. Among the surveyed languages, we observed several languages using reactive flow
installation [Hinrichs et al., 2009, Voellmy et al., 2010, Foster et al., 2010, Voellmy et al., 2012,
Katta et al., 2012, Soulé et al., 2014, Batista and Fernandez, 2014, Trois et al., 2015]. The main
problem with this reactive approach is that the latency is increased because the controller must
be consulted on every new flow.
Proactive installation eliminates the latency induced by consulting a controller on every
new flow. The flow tables are populated ahead of time for all traffic matches that could come
into the switch. By pre-defining all flows and actions in the switches’ flow tables, the packet-in
event never occurs. As the result, all packets are forwarded at switch processing capacity (e.g.
line rate), by doing a flow lookup in the switches’ flow tables [Salisbury, 2013]. Languages that
provide proactive installation pre-compute forwarding tables for the entire network, and the
controller just modifies the switches’ flow tables when it has to react in case of link failures or
any other external event. The proactive approach is harder to be implemented because it requires
the controller to know the traffic flows in advance13, usually by keeping the traffic history, to
configure all paths before they are used [Fernandez, 2013]. We found languages providing proac-
tive flow installation natively [Monsanto et al., 2012, Foster et al., 2013, Monsanto et al., 2013,
Anderson et al., 2014] and also languages that were implemented on top of these, inheriting
the proactivity [Nelson et al., 2013, Reitblatt et al., 2013, Kim et al., 2015]. All these languages
also implement the reactive aproach.
2.3.2 Policy Definition
A policy is formally defined as “an aggregation of policy rules” [Stone et al., 2001].
Each policy rule is comprised of a set of conditions and a corresponding set of actions. The
conditions define when the policy rule is applicable. Once a policy rule is activated, one or more
actions contained by that policy rule may be executed. SDN programming languages provide
high-level statements to define network policies. These policies can be triggered in two ways,
statically or dynamically. We classified the network languages according to this aspect. It is
important to realize that a language can specify static policies, dynamic policies or both.
Static policies apply a fixed set of actions in a pre-determined way according to a set of
pre-defined parameters [Stone et al., 2001]. Static policies are the most traditional method of
firewalling. An example of a static rule-based policy would be to allow/deny an IP address to
access a server. Other examples of static policies: social network traffic in not allowed during
regular working hours; video-sharing websites are only permitted after 5:00 PM.
FML [Hinrichs et al., 2009], the first SDN programming language, is the only one that
allows only static policies. The code below is one FML example using static policy to allow
flows from TCP port 80 and IP source 10.0.0.1.
13wildcard rules can be used for flow agregation
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Unlike the static, dynamic policies are enforced based on changing conditions of the
network, such as congestion, packet loss, bandwidth usage, the loss of a network router, or any
external event. To support the dynamic, and sometimes the unexpected nature of the network,
actions can be triggered when an event causes a policy condition to be met [Stone et al., 2001].
Many network systems have dynamic behavior, for example, intrusion detection and prevention
systems detect certain sequences of events and trigger action to deny the source of these events.
Another example is a load balancing system that uses server load and other external events to
change the network behavior.
Network administrators may want to limit the network access to devices and users based
on maximum bandwidth usage. Suppose one want to limit the bandwidth on 5GB/min for all
incoming HTTP traffic to a pair of hosts h1 and h2. It is possible to express these constraints by
using the following policy:
(bytes
{ location { h1,h2 } and tcp.src ∼ 80 over
tumbling(60) }
) < 5GB
This policy is written in Merlin [Soulé et al., 2013b] and it is made up of several nested
constructs. The inner-most construct describes a set of packets: all packets on hosts h1 and
h2 with TCP source port 80 sent or received in the last 60 second tumbling window. Next, the
aggregate function bytes reduces this set to a scalar value by taking the sum of the sizes of all
packets in the set. Finally, the logical constraint stipulates that this scalar must be less than 5GB.
Except FML [Hinrichs et al., 2009], all the other languages allow to create dynamic policies.
2.3.3 Programming Paradigm
The programming paradigm differs the way of building the structure and elements of
the computer (or network) programs. Capabilities and styles of programming languages are
defined by their supported programming paradigms. Each paradigm contains a set of concepts
that make it more appropriate to solve certain kind of problems. For example, object-oriented
programming is more suited for applications with a large number of related data abstractions,
often organized in a hierarchy. Logic programming is well suited for transforming or navigating
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complex symbolic structures according to logical rules [Van Roy et al., 2009]. Next sections
explain the paradigms found in SDN languages.
Imperative
The imperative paradigm can be viewed as the traditional computer programming model.
This paradigm lets the programmer specify all the steps to solve a particular task. Computation
is seen as a task to be performed by a processing unit that manipulates and modifies memory.
Imperative languages provide controls to modify execution flow: loops, conditional branching
statements and procedures [Mottola, 2005].
The well-known imperative languages are FORTRAN, COBOL, Basic, Pascal, C, C++,
PHP, Python, Java. Among the surveyed languages, only Pyretic [Monsanto et al., 2013] uses
this paradigm. The next example is a Pyretic function to add rules to a firewall:
de f AddRule (sel f , mac1, mac2) :
i f (mac2, mac1) in sel f . f irewall :
print “Firewall rule already exists”
return
sel f . f irewall[(mac1,mac2)] = True
print “Adding rule in %s : %s” % (mac1,mac2)
sel f .update_policy()
The program verifies if the pair of MAC addresses mac1 and mac2 are set to True in the
self.firewall list. If so, it just prints a message on the terminal; otherwise it sets to True in the list.
As can be seen in this example, the language provides the traditional if and return conditional
statements and also function and variables definitions.
Declarative
In declarative programming, one can specify what the program must do, without specify-
ing how to do it [Qadir and Hasan, 2015] [Sharan, 2012]. Probably the most known example of
declarative languages is the Structured Query Language (SQL) used to query computer databases,
where a query is stated and the database engine is responsible for executing it. As sub-paradigm
of these declarative languages, we found proposals fitting in logic, event-driven, functional, and
also functional reactive paradigms, or a mix.
Logic programming is a declarative paradigm based on formal logic. The language com-
piler applies an algorithm that scans every possible combination into a set of defined inference
rules applied to the axioms to resolve queries [Lloyd, 2012]. The most known examples are Pro-
log [Clocksin and Mellish, 2003], ASP [Lifschitz, 2008], and Datalog [Li and Mitchell, 2003].
Logical languages may implement recursion and negation. Recursion indicates that the al-
gorithms can be implemented by means of recursive predicates. Negation allows users to
specify negative predicates. We perceived three languages defined as logic, based on Datalog.
FML [Hinrichs et al., 2009], FlowLog v1 [Nelson et al., 2013], and Flog [Katta et al., 2012] that
uses both logic and event-driven paradigms.
Event-driven programming enables the programs to respond to events. Upon receiving
an event, an action is automatically triggered. The action may carry out some computation as well
as give rise to some new event [Ucoluk and Kalkan, 2012]. Generally in event-driven paradigm,
there exists a hidden main loop listening to the events and dispatching the appropriate actions. The
following example is a program written in the second version of FlowLog [Nelson et al., 2014]
to blacklist all IP address trying to use telnet protocol (TCP port 23). When a packet_in event is
received, this code is executed. The program filters all packets with TCP port = 23, and then add
the sender’s IP address to a blacklist.
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ON packet_in(p) W HERE p.nwProtocol = 23 :
I N SERT (p.nwSrc) I NTO blackList ;
Many event-driven applications are stateless: when the application finishes process-
ing an event, the application was not changed by it. The opposite of a stateless applica-
tion is a stateful application. Stateful are applications modified by their processed events.
Specifically, stateful applications remember or maintain information between events, and what
they remember can be changed by events [Ferg, 2006]. Flog [Katta et al., 2012] is a mix be-
tween logic and event-driven. The second version of FlowLog [Nelson et al., 2014], Ponder-
Flow [Batista and Fernandez, 2014], NoF [Trois et al., 2015], and Kinetic [Kim et al., 2015]
were considered event-driven languages.
Functional programming treats computation as the evaluation of mathematical func-
tions, avoiding state changes and mutable data. Functional programming languages become
stateless and provide referential transparency, meaning that the result of a function will be
the same for a given set of parameters no matter where, or when, it is evaluated. Referen-
tial transparency greatly enhances modularity, as a function does not depend on the context
where it is being executed [Mottola, 2005]. Thanks to the brevity, expressiveness, and avail-
ability of sophisticated data structures and algorithms, modern functional programming lan-
guages are being used in a wide range of scientific applications, from numerical analysis to
visualization [Mottola, 2005]. As examples of functional computer programming languages,
one can cite Erlang [Armstrong, 2013], OCaml [Rémy, 2002], Clojure [Halloway, 2009], and
Haskell [Thompson, 1999]. Among the surveyed languages, we encountered three functional
languages [Reitblatt et al., 2013, Anderson et al., 2014, Soulé et al., 2013a].
The reactive programming paradigm provides abstractions to express programs as
reactions to external events. It automatically manages time and data flows and also computation
dependencies. Programmers do not need to worry about the order of events. This property
of automatic management of data dependencies can be observed in spreadsheet systems. A
spreadsheet typically consists of cells, which contain values or formulas. If a value of a cell
changes then the formulas are automatically recalculated [Bainomugisha et al., 2012].
Functional Reactive Programming (FRP) [Wan and Hudak, 2000] is a method of mod-
eling reactive behavior in purely functional languages. FRP permits the modeling of systems
that must respond to input over time in a simple and declarative manner. A program in an FRP
language corresponds quite closely to a mathematical model of the system being implemented.
The primary concepts of FRP are signals (time-varying values) and events (collections of in-
stantaneous values, or time-value pairs). FRP achieves reactivity by providing constructs for
specifying how signals change in response to events [Amsden, 2011]. The following code is a
simple Nettle [Voellmy et al., 2010] example to flood all network packets. The packetIns filters
only the OpenFlow PacketIn14 messages from the incoming message stream. For each such event,
it applies sendRcvdPacket flood, instructing the switch to send the port using the action flood,
which results in the switch forwarding the packet on every port except the incoming port.
f loodPackets1 = proc evt → do
packetInEvt ← packetIns ≺ evt
returnA ≺ sendRcvdPacket f lood packetInEvt
Elm [Czaplicki and Chong, 2013], Flapjax [Meyerovich et al., 2009], and
Yampa [Courtney et al., 2003] are examples of FRP languages for computer program-
14OpenFlow PacketIn message is sent from switch to the controller, when there is no match on switch’s flow
tables.
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ming. FRP was used in five studied languages [Voellmy et al., 2010, Foster et al., 2010,
Voellmy et al., 2012, Monsanto et al., 2012, Foster et al., 2013].
2.3.4 Abstractions
An abstraction is a simplified description, or specification, of a system that emphasizes
some of the system’s details or properties while suppressing others. A good abstraction is one
that emphasizes details that are significant to the user and suppresses details that are, at least
for the moment, immaterial or diversionary [Shaw, 1984]. Abstractions provide a good way to
manage complexity [Szyperski et al., 1999]. The abstractions used in programming languages
tend to emphasize the functional properties of the software – what is computed rather than how
the computation is carried out.
In a recent work, Casado et al. [Casado et al., 2014] wrote about overall SDN abstrac-
tions splitting them on the following areas: (1) network-wide structures provide abstractions to
discover the topology, link fault detection, information about host locations, link capacities, and
others. (2) Distributed updates propose abstractions with mechanisms that provide consistency
guarantees during updates in network devices. (3) Modular composition allows programs to
be decomposed into several modules. It also provides compositional functions (e.g., parallel
or serial) to group these modules. (4) Virtualization decouples the application logic from the
physical topology. This abstraction simplifies programs, ensures isolation, enhances scalability,
and provides portability and fault-tolerance. (5) Formal verification provides tools for automat-
ically checking formal properties and diagnosing user’s network application problems. The
application of formal methods in networking was exhaustively studied by Qadir and Hasan
[Qadir and Hasan, 2015]. In their survey, they present several studies focusing on formal verifi-
cation, including programming languages, data plane and control plane verification, and also
debugging tools.
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Figure 2.17: Language abstractions feature diagram.
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Some abstractions raised by Casado et al. were implemented in the studied languages.
Figure 2.17 shows the abstractions reported in the studied languages while Table 2.4 summarizes
the languages supporting these abstractions. The next sections briefly explain these abstractions,
citing the languages that implement them.
Table 2.4: Languages abstractions summarization.
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Consistency
This abstraction enables a controller to update the forwarding state of the entire network,
ensuring a packet never traverse a path during a transition between two states. Every packet is
either processed with the old configuration, or the new network configuration, but not a mixture
of the two [Casado et al., 2014]. With consistency abstraction, programmers can bypass the
problem of verifying program invariants across network updates. They just need to verify the
initial and final states [Reitblatt et al., 2011].
There are works focusing on consistency abstractions [Ghorbani and Caesar, 2012,
Katta et al., 2013, Mahajan and Wattenhofer, 2013, Noyes et al., 2014] but, the consistency is
performed automatically through mechanisms implemented in these solutions. Reitblatt et
al. [Reitblatt et al., 2011, Reitblatt et al., 2012] extended Frenetic [Foster et al., 2011], includ-
ing abstractions to support per-packet and per-flow consistency. A per packet consistent update
guarantees that every packet flowing through the network is processed with exactly one for-
warding policy. Analogously, per flow consistency guarantees that all packets in the same flow
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are handled by the same version of the policy. Frenetic-OCaml [Foster et al., 2013] maintained
support to this abstraction.
Security
All surveyed languages present some basic security aspects for denying or allowing
specific traffic; these basic aspects were not included in the taxonomy. The existing research
can mostly be classified into two main categories: network access control and attack detection
and defense [Suzuki et al., 2014]. Attack detection and defense is usually handled through
specific SDN applications [Feng et al., 2009, Braga et al., 2010, Giotis et al., 2014] or frame-
works [Wang et al., 2012b, Shin et al., 2013, Zaalouk et al., 2014]. Network access control can
be implemented through specific solutions [Klaedtke et al., 2014, Matias et al., 2014], but also
can be done via programming language constructs.
Access control is the function of specifying access rights to resources, which is related to
information security and computer security. More formally, “to authorize” is to define an access
policy [Liu and Xu, 2012]. The access control abstractions allow to define what services or re-
sources an user can access. For example, in a multi-tenancy data center, it is possible to define if a
user has permission to add or remove a flow in a specific switch. Authorization is useful to allow
tenants to modify global network policies to suit their own demands. Among the researched lan-
guages, we reported Merlin [Soulé et al., 2013b] and PonderFlow [Batista and Fernandez, 2014]
providing authorization. Merlin also allows to delegate the authorizations hierarchically.
inst auth + switchPolicyOps {
subject < User > /Network Admin;
target < OFSwitch > /switches;
action addFlow(), removeFlow(), enable(), disable();
}
The previous example shows a PonderFlow [Batista and Fernandez, 2014] program for
creating a positive authorization policy allowing all network administrators to add/remove flows
and to enable/disable all switches in the network.
Modular Composition
Modularity is a useful technique for controlling the complexity of programs. Programs
are decomposed into separated modules with precisely specified and tightly controlled interac-
tions. Separate modules are interesting for maintainability and code reuse. By using modularity,
it is necessary to specify pathways for interaction among the modules to form a complete sys-
tem [Mitchell, 1996]. Building modular SDN applications requires support for composition
of multiple independent modules where each module partially specify how traffic should be
handled [Monsanto et al., 2013]. Modules can be understood as packet-processing functions
that consume a packet history and produce a set of packet histories [Smolka et al., 2015]. For
grouping these modules, we identified three different modular compositors: sequential, parallel,
and iteration.
Sequential composition gives the illusion of one module operating on the packets pro-
duced by another. Given two policy functions f and g operating on a located packet p, sequential
composition applies g to each of the located packets produced by f(p), to produce a new set
of packets [Monsanto et al., 2013]. For example, suppose the programmer has one firewall
module, and another to route packets inside his network. These modules can be grouped with
a sequential compositor so that the received packets will be initially processed by the firewall
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policies, and then be internally routed in the network. Seven languages presented native sup-
port to sequential composition [Voellmy et al., 2010, Foster et al., 2010, Voellmy et al., 2012,
Monsanto et al., 2012, Foster et al., 2013, Monsanto et al., 2013, Anderson et al., 2014] and
three inherited it [Nelson et al., 2013, Reitblatt et al., 2013, Kim et al., 2015].
Parallel composition enable multiple policies operating concurrently on separate copies
of the same packets. Given two policy functions f and g operating on a located packet p,
parallel composition computes the multiset union of f(p) and g(p) – that is, every located
packet produced by either policy [Monsanto et al., 2013]. For example, one module monitors
traffic by source IP address, while another one routes traffic by destination IP address. By
using the parallel compositor, both route and monitor functions are performed simultaneously.
Among the surveyed languages, this compositor was found natively in [Voellmy et al., 2010,
Voellmy et al., 2012, Foster et al., 2013, Monsanto et al., 2013, Anderson et al., 2014], and it
was inherited by [Nelson et al., 2013, Reitblatt et al., 2013, Kim et al., 2015].
The iteration composition was found only in NetKAT [Smolka et al., 2015]. This
operator allows a function f to behave as the union of f composed with itself zero or more times.
Once declarative languages do not implement loop statements, an iteration operator may be
useful in some cases the function must be executed recursively, for example, a routing function.
Flow Matching
OpenFlow switches have flow tables, and these tables contain a set of flow entries. Each
flow entry consists of match fields, counters, and a set of actions. Packet match fields are used
for table lookups, and typically they include various packet header fields, such as TCP port,
Ethernet source, or IP destination address. On receipt of a packet, an OpenFlow switch starts by
performing a lookup in its flow tables. A packet matches a flow table entry if the packet header
fields match those defined in the flow table entry [ONF, 2014]. SDN programming languages
must provide matching abstractions; they were classified into two categories: basic matching
and arbitrary wildcard.
A language is classified as basic matching when it supports the standard matching oper-
ations specified by OpenFlow. OpenFlow v1.0 provides specification to support exact match and
prefix wildcard. In an exact match, the values on packet headers must be identical to those values
defined in the match table. A match field may be wildcarded by its prefix (e.g., 192.168. ∗ .∗).
In newer versions of OpenFlow (v1.1+), the switches may optionally support arbitrary wild-
cards by using bitmask (e.g., 192. ∗ .10.∗). The bitmasks are defined so that a 0 in a given bit
position indicates a “don’t care” match for the same bit in the corresponding field, whereas a 1
means match the bit exactly [ONF, 2014]. Some proposed languages were classified as basic
matching [Hinrichs et al., 2009, Voellmy et al., 2010, Voellmy et al., 2012, Katta et al., 2012,
Nelson et al., 2013, Reitblatt et al., 2013, Soulé et al., 2013a, Batista and Fernandez, 2014,
Trois et al., 2015] because they implement only the matching abstractions offered by Open-
Flow.
OpenFlow v1.0 compliant switches do not support arbitrary wildcards
in matching operations. Some languages present abstraction to arbitrary wild-
card [Foster et al., 2010, Monsanto et al., 2012, Foster et al., 2013, Monsanto et al., 2013,
Anderson et al., 2014, Kim et al., 2015], even if the hardware does not support it. If the switch
has basic support for wildcards, then the compiler needs to generate a policy that may be larger
than would be practical. For example, this wildcard 192. ∗ .10.∗ should be converted in 256 flow
entries from 192.0.10.∗ until 192.255.10.∗. Thus, the compiler generates overapproximations
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that match a superset (192. ∗ . ∗ .∗) of the traffic specified by the original predicate and uses the
reactive strategy (Section 2.3.1) to send these packets to the controller [Monsanto et al., 2012].
Virtualization
This abstraction refers to the act of decoupling the service (logical) from its realiza-
tion (physical) [Casado et al., 2010]. In computer science, virtualization was used since the
mainframes era. The concept of multiple coexisting logical networks has already appeared in
networking, presented as Virtual LANs (VLANs), Virtual Private Networks (VPNs), Active
Networks [Tennenhouse et al., 1997], and overlay networks [Chowdhury and Boutaba, 2010].
According to Jain and Paul [Jain and Paul, 2013], virtualization is useful to provide: (1)
Sharing – when a resource is overestimated for a single user, then it might be better to divide it
into multiple virtual ones. (2) Aggregation – if the available resources are small, it is possible to
create a larger virtual resource by grouping the small ones. (3) Isolation – in a shared network,
enables to provide virtual “isolated slices” for the different users, preventing their information
from being accessed. (4) Dynamics – enables the resources to be easier relocated, and (5) ease
of management – virtual devices are easier to manage because they are software-based and
expose a uniform interface through standard abstractions. With the advent of SDN, this concept
grew widely, and it is being used to virtualize many network elements such as ports, cards,
switches, links, and functions (NFV) [Batalle et al., 2013]. It is also used to virtualize topologies
by mixing virtual and physical devices in an abstract topology. In our research, we organized
these abstractions offered by languages into two groups: topology and packet model.
Network virtualization allows multiple virtual networks to run over a shared in-
frastructure, and each virtual network can have a much simpler (more abstract) topology
than the underlying physical network [Feamster et al., 2013]. The abstract topology may
consist of a mix of physical and virtual switches, and may have multiple levels of nest-
ing on top of the real network [Monsanto et al., 2013]. Existing languages proposes two
ways to virtualize the topologies. The first topology abstraction, also referred as one-to-
many or multiplexing [Nascimento et al., 2011], allows the programmers to create multiple
virtual switches in the same physical device. It usually is accomplished through software
switches [Pfaff et al., 2009, Fernandes and Rothenberg, 2014, Floodlight, 2017], but this ab-
straction is also available in two languages [Monsanto et al., 2013, Smolka et al., 2015].
The second topology abstraction was named slicing. It has different designations in
the studied papers: big switch, aggregation, overlay networks, many-to-one, and slicing. In
our taxonomy, we grouped these concepts, understanding that there is no significant difference
between them to justify such separation. This abstraction allows the network to be “sliced”.
A slice is composed by a subset of switches, ports, and links. The packet processing on each
slice is dictated exclusively by the program for that slice, not being affected by the programs
for any other slices (isolation). By slicing a network, it is possible to define which packets
(or flows) will be redirected to which slice, enabling for example, different applications to
be routed through different slices. There exist many different approaches to provide slic-
ing in SDN [Sherwood et al., 2009, Drutskoy et al., 2013, Bozakov and Papadimitriou, 2012,
Kang et al., 2013, Yamanaka et al., 2014]. Among the studied languages, we identified four
languages [Monsanto et al., 2013, Anderson et al., 2014, Soulé et al., 2014, Trois et al., 2015]
providing this abstraction.
The packet model abstraction was found only in Pyretic [Monsanto et al., 2013]. In this
language, each packet flowing through the network is a dictionary [Software Foundation, 2015]
that maps field names to values. The dictionaries include entries for the packet location (either
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physical or virtual), standard OpenFlow headers (e.g., source IP, destination IP, source port), and
the virtual packet fields. Programmers can also add new virtual fields on packets header, and these
fields are not limited to simple bit strings, they may also be arbitrary data structures. According
to the authors, this extension provides a general way to associate high-level information with
packets and to enable coordination between modules. In addition to extending the packet
by including virtual fields, abstract packet model also extend packets by allowing every field
(including non-virtual ones) to hold a stack of values instead of a single bit string. Stacking
simulate a packet travelling through multiple levels of abstract networks. For example, to “lift” a
packet onto a virtual switch, the run-time system pushes the location of the virtual switch onto
the packet. Having done so, that virtual switch name sits on top of the concrete switch name.
When the packet leaves the virtual switch, the run-time system pops a field off the appropriate
stack.
Traffic Engineering
One can say that traffic engineering is concerned with performance optimization of
operational networks. In general, it encompasses the application of technology and scien-
tific principles to the measurement, modeling, characterization, and control of network traf-
fic. Traffic engineering also includes the application of such knowledge and techniques to
achieve specific performance objectives [Awduche et al., 1999]. Routing optimization plays
a key role in traffic engineering, i.e., finding efficient routes to achieve the desired network
performance [Wang et al., 2008]. QoS and resilience schemes were also considered as major
components of traffic engineering [Akyildiz et al., 2014].
Kreutz et al. [Kreutz et al., 2015] identified many studies focusing on traffic engineering,
most of them were classified as SDN applications. These works aim on different aspects of
traffic engineering, such as QoS, load balancing, link failure, and energy saving. Akyildiz et
al. classified the traffic engineering abstractions in a broaden scope: flow management, fault
tolerance, topology update, and traffic analysis/characterization. We encountered languages
providing abstractions to deal with QoS, link failure, and path selection.
The Quality of Service (QoS) can be defined as a set of service requirements to be met
by the network while transporting a connection or flow [Ash, 2001]. These requirements can be
expressed in terms of integrity constraints (packet loss), temporal constraints (delay), and timing
restrictions for the delivery of consecutive packets belonging to the same traffic stream (delay
variation) [Awduche et al., 2002]. In our survey, we perceived languages providing constructs to
limit the bandwidth in terms of minimum and maximum usage. Minimum bandwidth allocates, to
a specific traffic, a guarantee that the bandwidth will be more than the minimum specified value.
Two languages implemented constructs to guarantee bandwith: FML [Hinrichs et al., 2009] and
Merlin [Soulé et al., 2013a]. Maximum bandwidth is also named “bandwidth cap”, and it allows
the programmers to specify the maximum limit for certain flows. It was found only in Merlin.
One objective of traffic engineering is to simplify reliable network opera-
tions [Awduche et al., 1999]. Reliable network operations can be facilitated by providing mecha-
nisms that enhance network integrity, and by embracing policies emphasizing network survivabil-
ity [Awduche et al., 2002]. Network survivability refers to the capability of a network to maintain
service continuity in the presence of faults. Some studies proposing fault-tolerance on SDN-
based networks [Kim et al., 2012, Botelho et al., 2014, Chandrasekaran and Benson, 2014]. Fat-
Tire [Reitblatt et al., 2013] is the only studied language that provides abstractions to quickly
change the forwarding behavior in cases of link failure. FatTire allows to specify sets of legal
paths through the network, including the number of backup paths. However, it can handle only
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link-level failures, not supporting device failures. FatTire compiler uses fast-failover groups to
calculate every possible failure and precompute appropriate backup paths. Fast failover groups
were introduced in OpenFlow v1.1+ to enable the switch to change forwarding without requiring
a round trip time to the controller [ONF, 2014].
The last traffic engineering abstraction was called path selection. It enables programmers
to define constraints on network paths, allowing to specify which paths the flows must or must
not pass through the network. Path selection is being used in SDN networks to optimize
load-balancing routing [Long et al., 2013] and QoS [Egilmez et al., 2013]. The abstraction was
primarily implemented in FML [Hinrichs et al., 2009] by means of two language constructs:
waypoint requires a flow to pass through a particular node in the network, and avoid that forbids
a flow from passing through a particular node.
A regular expression is a specific text string used for describing a search pattern. It is
often used for string matching, but it is also a natural and well-studied mathematical formalism for
describing path selection through a graph [Fan et al., 2011]. Some network languages use regular
expression to declare path constraints on sequences of network locations [Reitblatt et al., 2013]
or packet transformations [Anderson et al., 2014, Soulé et al., 2014].
(tpDst = 22 ⇒ [∗.IDS.∗])
unionmulti (any ⇒ [GW. ∗ .A])
This example is a FatTire [Reitblatt et al., 2013] program composed by two components.
A security policy, given by the first line, which states that all SSH traffic must traverse the
Intrusion Detection System (IDS); and a routing policy, given by the second line, which states
that traffic from the gateway (GW) must be forwarded to the access switch (A), along any path.
Monitoring
One advantage of programming the network is the possibility to change its behavior due
to some event, for example, changing the routing because a link becomes overloaded. To imple-
ment this, it is necessary to read information from the network. Some languages present a specific
query language to gather the network data. Other languages permit to query the network consid-
ering a specific period of time (e.g., last 5 minutes). We used the term windowed history for these
window-based abstractions. Besides the languages, there are publications related to monitoring
the network information [Tootoonchian et al., 2010, Yu et al., 2014, Van Adrichem et al., 2014,
Chowdhury et al., 2014].
Some languages present a specialized subset of constructs to query network information.
This query language allows the programmers to express the statistics needed in their programs.
Query language raises the level of abstraction and frees the programmers from worrying about
the way the query rules are installed on the switches. It also allows the program to be splitted in
querying information and policy specification. Query languages include constructs for filtering a
set of packets in the network, grouping results by header fields, aggregating by number or size of
packets, and limiting the number of values returned. This grouping is interesting, for instance, to
instruct the switches to redirect certain flows to specific network functions such as Deep Packet
Inspection (DPI). Some surveyed languages provide a sublanguage specifically to query the
network [Foster et al., 2010, Katta et al., 2012, Foster et al., 2013, Nelson et al., 2014].
Another abstraction allows windowed history queries on the network. These windows
can be defined in terms of time, number of packets, or packet size. Many programs need to
receive periodic information about traffic statistics, for example, the programmer may use a
windowed query to collect information minutely. If the language does not support this abstraction,
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it would be necessary to check manually switch counters, and registering triggers to inquire the
counters repeatedly every minute.
Select(bytes)
GroupBy([srcip])
Every(60)
This program, written in Frenetic [Foster et al., 2010], looks at all traffic, groups by
source IP address, and aggregates the number of bytes every 60 seconds. This abstraction
was found in eight programming languages [Foster et al., 2010, Voellmy et al., 2012,
Monsanto et al., 2012, Foster et al., 2013, Reich et al., 2013, Anderson et al., 2014,
Soulé et al., 2013b, Kim et al., 2015].
We named as External Interface the ability of the SDN languages to access information
beyond the scope of the language. This information can include external references to SQL
queries over databases, hash tables, and arbitrary code written in another language. It can also
include external events originated, for example, by intrusion detection systems or authentication
servers. We identified six languages that explicitly claim to provide support to access exter-
nal information and events [Hinrichs et al., 2009, Voellmy et al., 2012, Monsanto et al., 2012,
Nelson et al., 2014, Trois et al., 2015, Kim et al., 2015].
2.3.5 Northbound Related Work
This section presents some other works offering northbound abstractions. We selected
some relevant efforts that, despite not having the language as a main aspect, propose frameworks
or APIs to raise the level of abstraction in different areas. These works are succinctly described,
ordered by their publication date.
Gutz et al. [Gutz et al., 2012] proposed network isolation at the language level. They
created a library in Python that allows to instantiate virtual topologies through Mininet15, and to
define isolated slices on top of these topologies. Different SDN applications can be associated
with different slices. PANE [Ferguson et al., 2012b, Ferguson et al., 2013] provides a North-
bound API for delegating privileges for users to request network resources (e.g., bandwidth or
access control). It uses a hierarchy conflict resolution supplied by HFT [Ferguson et al., 2012a].
Trema [Shimonishi et al., 2012] is a framework covering the entire development cy-
cle of programming, testing, debugging, and deployment. FRESCO [Shin et al., 2013] is
another framework, but focusing on developing and deploying security services. It pro-
vides some security functions, such as firewalls, scan detectors, attack deflectors, and IDS.
Maple [Voellmy et al., 2013] is also a framework that, through an API, allows the programmer
to use a standard programming language for programming OpenFlow switches. Maple optimizer
observes the algorithm execution traces, organizes these traces to develop a partial decision tree.
After that, it compiles these trees into optimized flow tables for distributed switches. Maple
includes the McNettle OpenFlow network controller [Voellmy and Wang, 2012] that efficiently
executes user-defined OpenFlow event handlers on multicore CPUs. Maple could be considered
as an imperative programming language just like Pyretic, but the authors focused on other aspects,
hindering us to classify it as a language.
NVP [Koponen et al., 2014] is a network virtualization platform to manage virtual
networks in multi-tenant data centers. It uses a declarative language called nlog for computing
the network forwarding state. NVP users cannot use this language, it was used only internally to
develop NVP. Path-queries [Narayana et al., 2014] is a query language implemented on top of
15http://mininet.org/
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Pyretic [Monsanto et al., 2013]. It uses a regular-expression-based path language that includes
SQL-like groupby constructs for counting aggregation. It provides some useful applications,
including single path packet count, traffic matrix generation, and congested link detection.
Concurrent NetCore [Schlesinger et al., 2014] was inspired in Net-
Core [Monsanto et al., 2012]. It is a programming language allowing to describes the
layout of switches’ flow tables. Currently, the switches do not have programmable tables, but
P4 [Bosshart et al., 2014] proposed them to be configured according to the user’s needs. The
language acts mostly in CDPI layer, providing a small number of northbound operations for
specifying packet processing, plus modular composition operators. The language introduces the
concurrent compositor. While parallel compositor makes copies of packets, and then performs
the actions on theses copies, the concurrent compositor allows two policies to act simultaneously
on the same packet, so non-conflicting actions may be executed concurrently to reduce packet
processing latency.
2.3.6 Technical Information and Summarization
In this section, we summarized the surveyed SDN languages, describing their technical
information, evolutions, and relationships. Figure 2.18 shows the genealogy of these languages.
Each node represents a programming language. The relationship between them was based on the
information contained in their papers, websites, and source code repositories. The dates were
also estimated considering these three information sources. A language has a continuity line
if it was renamed or if it provides a source code repository; in this case we also plotted its last
commit. If a language appeared only once (publication date), it was represented by just the node,
without the continuity line.
One can perceive that there are two peculiar situations: (1)
FlowLog [Nelson et al., 2013] was initially implemented on top of Net-
Core [Monsanto et al., 2012], but at a given time, Frenetic-OCaml [Foster et al., 2013]
replaced NetCore. The approximate time of this modification is shown in genealogy with
an arrow. The same happened with the (2) Frenetic-OCaml, which replaced the NetCore by
NetKAT. We believe that these changes occurred due to the discontinuity of NetCore.
An overview of the languages development state is reported in Table 2.5. It includes the
license of open-source languages, in which language they were implemented, their repository
(Rep), the number of commits (Comm), branches (Brn), releases (Rel), contributors (Cont),
and the last commit. This table along with Figure 2.18 and Tables 2.3 and 2.4 provide relevant
information in choosing the best language to develop this proposal.
To better identify how languages evolved, we categorized them into two main groups
as follows: (1) specific purpose languages, aiming to solve a particular problem, providing
specific operations; and (2) general purpose languages that allow a more general and wider set
of operations.
As specific purpose, we labeled the following languages: FatTire [Reitblatt et al., 2013],
Merlin [Soulé et al., 2013a], PonderFlow [Batista and Fernandez, 2014], and
NoF [Trois et al., 2015]. FatTire was created for writing fault-tolerant network programs. The
language permits to specify allowable backup paths to be used in case of link failure. Merlin was
designed to allow programmers to set the intended behavior of the network in terms of legal
paths and bandwidth requirements (limiting and guaranteeing). The language provides constructs
to support time-based windows and aggregation. It also includes mechanisms for delegating
sub-policies and verifying if delegated sub-policies do not violate global constraints. PonderFlow
was developed to specifically provide access control. Its constructs enable programmers to
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Figure 2.18: SDN languages genealogy.
define which users can access and modify switches information, as well as, add or remove rules
in their flow tables. NoF provides abstractions to support the applications running on the top
of the network. Its language provides constructs for reading and modifying host information,
dealing with QoS priority, and redirecting flows through virtual topologies.
The general purpose languages were subdivided in three groups considering their
programming paradigm: event-driven, imperative and functional. The event-driven languages
use the concept of states. The authors of these languages stated that finite state machines are
amenable to model checking, and also some Internet protocols [Lang, 2005, Rekhter et al., 2006]
were implemented using state machines. Another important aspect is that the event-driven model
is close to the lower level layer, and the translation to OpenFlow rules would be simpler. However,
by using only finite state languages, as proposed by Flog [Katta et al., 2012] becomes impractical
for two reasons: One reason is because these languages provide restricted expressive power.
FlowLog [Nelson et al., 2014] dealt with this issue by combining elements from both restricted
and full languages. It provides interfaces and abstractions for interacting with external programs.
The second problem occurs as the size of the network increases; the large number of hosts,
flows, network events, and policies may cause a state explosion. To deal with this situation,
Kinetic [Kim et al., 2015] introduced an abstraction called Located Packet Equivalence Class
(LPEC). The programmer creates a generic FSM, uses LPEC to specify a division of the flow
space (e.g., all flows from the same source MAC address), and maps the LPEC to the generic
FSM. Kinetic instantiates multiple copies of the generic FSM, one per LPEC. Kinetic also allows
to compose FSMs by using the Pyretic’s inherited modular compositors.
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Table 2.5: SDN programming languages development information.
 Language License  Repository Commits Branches Releases Contributors Last commit
FML [59] –– C++, Python     –– –– –– –– –– ––
Nettle [60] SD-3-Clause Haskell https://github.com/AndreasVoellmy/nettle-openflow 30 1 0 1 Jul 27, 2015
Frenetic [61] –– Python     –– –– –– –– –– ––
Procera [62] –– Haskell     –– –– –– –– –– ––
Flog [63] –– ––     –– –– –– –– –– ––
NetCore [69] BSD-3-Clause Haskell https://github.com/frenetic-lang/netcore-1.0 598 4 1 9 Nov 3, 2014
Frenetic-Ocaml [70] LGPL-3.0 OCaml https://github.com/frenetic-lang/frenetic 4781 36 12 31 Dec 14, 2015
Pyretic [53] BSD-3-Clause Python https://github.com/frenetic-lang/pyretic 1708 18 1 14 Aug 29, 2015
LGPL-3.0 OCaml https://github.com/tnelson/FlowLog 1025 1 1 3 Apr 10, 2015
FatTire [73] LGPL-3.0 OCaml https://github.com/frenetic-lang/fattire 754 1 0 5 Mar 21, 2015
NetKAT [71] LGPL-3.0 OCaml https://github.com/frenetic-lang/netkat 61 3 0 3 Dec 3, 2013
Merlin [57] LGPL-3.0 OCaml https://github.com/merlin-lang/merlin 5 1 0 1 Jan 21, 2015
PonderFlow [65] –– Java     –– –– –– –– –– ––
NoF [66] –– Python     –– –– –– –– –– ––
Kinetic [74] BSD-3-Clause Python https://github.com/frenetic-lang/pyretic/tree/kinetic 759 6 1 14 Sep 26, 2014
Implemented
In
FlowLog v2 [85]
The imperative programming paradigm was adopted by Pyretic lan-
guage [Monsanto et al., 2013]. This language proposed network virtualization in terms
of virtual switches and slicing. Pyretic also inovated being the only language to propose an
abstract packet model with virtual fields and packet header stacking (Section 2.3.4). Although
the imperative paradigm is more prevalent for programming computers, in the context of
networks, it does not seem to be the most appropriate choice, mainly due to be far from networks
programming model.
The remaining languages were defined as general purpose and functional (reactive),
with one exception: FML [Hinrichs et al., 2009]. FML was the first SDN programming language;
it included constructs for defining paths through the network, imposing bandwidth limits, and also
allowing policies to be written by using external information sources. Besides FML was imple-
mented using the logic paradigm, we fitted it with this group because it provides general purpose
abstractions, and it inspired some other languages in this group. Nettle [Voellmy et al., 2010]
introduced dynamic policies and modular composition. Frenetic [Foster et al., 2010] incorpo-
rated arbitrary wildcards, proposed a separate language to query network information, and also
included windowed history queries. Procera [Voellmy et al., 2012] extended Nettle by adding
an interface to deal with external events. NetCore [Monsanto et al., 2012] was at the forefront
by presenting formal semantics and proofs of correctness. It was used as the core language
to express forwarding in Pyretic and Frenetic-OCaml. NetCore also innovated by proposing
proactive flow installation. Frenetic-OCaml [Foster et al., 2013] was the first language to provide
constructs to ensure consistency [Reitblatt et al., 2011]. Finally, NetKAT [Smolka et al., 2015]
incorporated virtual topologies, regular expression for describing legal paths through the network,
and the iteration compositor. NetKAT replaced NetCore in Frenetic-OCaml.
2.4 Chapter Remarks
SDN is a paradigm that proposes the generalization of network devices, providing a
standard set of functions for programming them. SDN decouples the network software from
hardware, implementing a logic centralized controller that is responsible for programming
the forwarding devices. In this chapter we outlined the SDN architecture, exposing its layers,
components, interactions, and functionalities.
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As seen in this chapter, OpenFlow is the most used SDN CDPI, but its interface is low-
level and programming the network by using only the OpenFlow protocol may be error-prone.
To combat this problem, controllers are raising the network programming level through APIs
and programming languages. These different levels of abstraction were also described in this
chapter, and examples were used for developing simple network applications, discussing the
differences and advantages of each abstraction level.
This chapter also presented a comprehensive survey on SDN programming languages,
revealing a broad range of features, but at the same time, there are a considerable amount
of intersections among them. We perceived a lack of consensus on the terminology used in
abstractions provided by these languages, which often makes extremely hard to compare and
classify them. It motivated us to carefully investigate the language’s features, proposing a
taxonomy for grouping the similar ones. We identified nineteen different features, divided
into ten categories. Our taxonomy led to a coherent view on the state-of-the-art of network
programming languages, contributing to the advance of NBI standardization.
In the next chapter, we present efforts characterizing the communication patterns
expressed by HPC applications. We also report an investigation of current SDN proposals for
optimizing HPC applications, first describing the advantages and issues introduced by SDN and
then, we associate this with related worke that somehow use SDN for optimizing the applications.
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Chapter 3
Application Optimization and
Communication Patterns
HPC applications are used in different domains, including bioinformatics, astrophysics,
weather forecasting, genome research, among others. The performance of these applications
is highly dependent on the interconnection bandwidth for the computing nodes and, as re-
ported in Chapter 2, SDN emerged to support new possibilities for network management and
configuration, enabling the network to become directly programmable according to the user
requirements [Jammal et al., 2014].
This chapter describes the benefits that an SDN can bring for HPC applications, relating
them to current relevant works that modify the network aimimg to improve the performance
of these applications. This chapter also presents the efforts aiming to identify the applications’
communication patterns, reporting studies that classify the applications according to them.
Lastly, the computational techniques used for automatically recognizing the applications are also
investigated.
3.1 SDN for Optimizing Applications
SDN allows the network to be modified for attending the demands of specific applica-
tions. For example, applications exchanging high volumes of data can benefit from an increase
in the bandwidth if their traffic flows are balanced through the network topology paths. Multicast
and broadcast messages are often used in synchronization mechanisms, involving small messages
that are latency bound; so, speeding up these messages result in a better application performance.
On the one hand, SDN introduces many benefits such as flexibility in routing and
centralized view of the network; on the other hand, by enabling the specification of matching
using multiple packet header fields, SDN posed some new issues such as the time for populating
the flow tables. Table 3.1 enumerates the advantages and issues introduced by SDN which may
improve or impair the performance of HPC applications.
We studied some works proposing SDN applications which, in one way or another,
presents an approach for optimizing the network according to the requirements of the application
running on top of the network. These works were are summarized in Table 3.2, grouped by their
purpose, and briefly described in the next sections. Table 3.2 also relates the SDN advantages
used and issues tackled by these efforts.
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Table 3.1: Advantages and issues introduced by SDN.
Advantage Description
(A1) Forwarding flexibilization The ability to change on-the-fly the forwarding allows traf-
fic to be better placed, for example, bandwidth bound flows
may be balanced across the multiple network paths and
latency-sensitive flows can be routed through the paths
with the shortest round-trip time (RTT).
(A2) Centralized monitoring By allowing the entire network to be visualized from a
centralized point, SDN enables a better balancing of arriv-
ing flows, allows the computation nodes being properly
relocated according to their communication patterns, and
permits the switches’ flow tables to be rearranged for opti-
mizing the forwarding.
(A3) High-level abstractions As shown in Section 2.3.4, high-level abstractions can
streamline network management tasks such as security,
consistency, and forwarding handling.
(A4) Dynamic QoS The open and standard interface offered by SDN allows
traffic to be dynamically shaping, so that, QoS policies may
be enforced effortlessly for specific applications.
Issue Description
(I1) Latency for populating the
flow tables
The controller manages the switches’ flow tables by adding,
modifying, or removing their entries. The time for doing
these operations can significantly affect network perfor-
mance, especially if there are several short-lived flows.
(I2) Table lookup time SDN-enabled switch would require 5 to 7 times more space
on memory comparing to a typical layer-2 switching de-
vice [Kannan and Banerjee, 2013]. To alleviate this prob-
lem, SDN includes wildcard matching, using Ternary Con-
tent Addressable Memories (TCAM) [Yu et al., 2004] to
speedup this process. This kind of memory is very expen-
sive and power hungry; thus, the SDN vendors are using
a combination of TCAM and software-based tables; the
problem is that the latter is much slower than the TCAMs.
3.1.1 Adjusting the Network for Big Data Applications
Wang et al. designed an integrated a network control plane [Wang et al., 2012a] pro-
viding topology construction and routing mechanisms for some Hadoop operations including
single aggregation, data shuﬄing, and partially overlapping aggregation. Narayan et al. proposed
a modified version of the Hadoop scheduler (Hadoop-OFE) [Narayan et al., 2012] that adjusts
QoS queues automatically before starting new tasks.
FlowComb [Das et al., 2013] is a framework to predict Big Data application network
transfers. It uses software agents installed on application servers to collect information trans-
parently to the application. A centralized decision engine collects data movement information
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Table 3.2: SDN applications.
Name Target Description A1 A2 A3 A4 I1 I2
B
ig
D
at
a
Wang et al.
[Wang et al., 2012a] Hadoop
Topology construction and routing mechanisms for some
Hadoop patterns 3 3
Hadoop-OFE
[Narayan et al., 2012] Hadoop
Presents a modified version of the Hadoop scheduler that
automatically adjusts QoS queues before starting a task 3
FlowComb
[Das et al., 2013] Hadoop
Predicts Hadoop transfers and schedules their flows to
avoid link congestion 3 3
BASS
[Qin et al., 2014] Hadoop
Provides a bandwidth-aware task scheduler for Hadoop
using time slots to guarantee bandwidh allocation 3
Pythia
[Veiga Neves et al., 2014] Hadoop
Predicts Hadoop communications and uses a first-fit bin-
packing heuristic to allocate the flows to available paths 3 3
Renner et al.
[Renner et al., 2015] Flink
Proposes a container placement approach that takes the
network topology into account to prevent network congestions 3
Firebird
[He and Shenoy, 2016] Spark
Proposes a network-aware scheduling method for Spark for
avoiding data contention 3
D
at
a
C
en
te
r
Hedera
[Al-Fares et al., 2010]
Elephant
flows
Detects large flows and uses placement algorithms (Global
First Fit and Simulated Annealing) to compute paths 3 3
Wang et al.
[Wang et al., 2011]
Load-
balancing
Uses a partitioning algorithm to determines a minimal set
of wildcard rules 3 3 3 3
Mahout
[Curtis et al., 2011]
Elephant
flows
Detects elephant flows at the end-hosts by observing their
socket buffers 3
Vassoler et al.
[Vassoler et al., 2012]
Changing
topology
Modifies the physical topology to reduce the impact of
multi-hop traffic forwarding 3 3 3
MiceTrap
[Trestian et al., 2013] Mice flows Provides flow aggregation and load balancing for mice flows 3 3 3
VMCluster
[Kakadia et al., 2013]
VM
colocation
Proposes an algorithm for clustering and placing VMs based
on their traffic patterns 3
B4
[Jain et al., 2013]
Multiple
data center
Allows to define application priority and uses multipath
routing/tunneling to optimize link usage 3 3 3 3
CloudMirror
[Lee et al., 2014]
VM
placement
Provides bandwidth guarantees by placing the VMs based
on their communication structure 3 3
BwE
[Kumar et al., 2015]
Bandwidth
allocation
Provides bandwidth allocation with user-defined
delegation, deal with failures and multipath forwarding 3 3 3 3
DLBS
[Tang et al., 2017]
Load-
balancing
Proposes a dynamical load-balanced scheduling (DLBS) for
improving throughput and balancing network workload 3 3
A
pp
lic
at
io
n
Aw
ar
e
Jarschel et al.
[Jarschel et al., 2013] YouTube
Optimizes link utilization changing the path selection
method 3 3
Das et al.
[Das et al., 2011]
General
applications
Provides packet flow agreggation for the same type of
application and forwards them through specific paths 3 3 3
Atlas
[Qazi et al., 2013]
General
applications
Uses Machine Learning to identify the applications using
the network 3
OpenQoS
[Egilmez et al., 2012]
Multimidia
applications
Groups the incoming traffic as data and multimedia flows
and forwards the multimedia through less congested links 3 3 3
Nam et al.
[Nam et al., 2014]
Video
streaming
Dynamically changes routing paths using bandwidth,
packet loss rate and jitter to discovery congested links 3 3
NCP
[Cofano et al., 2014]
Video
streaming
Provides reserved bandwidth slices for single or aggregated
video flows 3 3
Liu et al.
[Liu et al., 2015]
General
applications
Maintains a fixed database mapping of valid paths to each
user application to speed up installation process 3 3 3
H
PC
SDN-enhanced MPI
[Takahashi et al., 2015] MPI Optimizes the network for some MPI primitives 3 3
Date et al.
[Date et al., 2015] MPI
Incorporates a network-aware job placement into SDN-
enhanced MPI and uses SDN for rerouting on network failures 3 3
Polezhaev et al.
[Polezhaev et al., 2014] HPC
Proposes network-aware job placement, modifying the
forwarding to improve the inter job communication 3 3
ASETS
[Jamalian and Rajaei, 2015] HPC
Proposes a task scheduling system for data-intensive HPC
tasks 3
SDN-HPC
[Alsmadi et al., 2016] HPC
Uses network slicing and proposes two load balance schemes
for executing HPC jobs in parallel 3
Wu et al.
[Wu et al., 2016] HPC Reroutes flows on fat-trees avoiding links to be congested 3 3
from agents and schedules upcoming flows on paths, avoiding the network does not become
congested.
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BASS [Qin et al., 2014] is a bandwidth-aware task scheduler to combine Hadoop with
SDN. It first utilizes SDN to manage the bandwidth allocation in a time slots. The scheduler
decides whether to assign a task locally or remotely depending on the completion time. Time
slot bandwidth allocation guarantees that the bandwidth of all links on a path, on a given time
slot, is reserved for a specific Hadoop task.
Pythia [Veiga Neves et al., 2014] can transparently predict Hadoop data communication
volume at runtime. It uses this predictive knowledge to optimize the data center multipath
network. Prediction intelligence is collected at a central controller and in turn ingested by a
chain of network control algorithms (routing, flow scheduling) that optimize network resource
allocation. Its approach uses the intermediate map file to estimate the amount of data will be used
in the shuﬄe phase. It uses a first-fit bin-packing heuristic to jointly allocate sets of predicted
shuﬄe transfer flows to available paths.
Renner et al. present a network-aware container placement approach for data analytics
applications [Renner et al., 2015]. According to the authors, the key advantage of improving
container placement is that workloads consisting of different frameworks, applications, and
datasets in a shared cluster can benefit from this optimization. They use simmulated annealing to
find acceptably good container placements based on a weighted cost function in a fixed amount
of time.
He et al. proposed a network-aware scheduling method called Fire-
bird [He and Shenoy, 2016], which optimizes Spark task scheduling based on network status of
a cluster. Their scheduler allocates tasks to the nodes where the available bandwidth is equal or
greater than that required by the task.
3.1.2 Data Center Network Improvements
Hedera [Al-Fares et al., 2010] is a dynamic flow scheduling system for multipath topolo-
gies. It detects large flows at edge switches, and then it estimates the natural demand of large
flows and uses placement algorithms (Global First Fit and Simulated Annealing) to compute
good paths for them.
Wang et al. [Wang et al., 2011] proposed a load-balancing architecture that proactively
maps blocks of source IP addresses to replica servers. Client requests are directly forwarded
through the load balancer with minimal intervention by the controller. They used a partitioning
algorithm to determines a minimal set of wildcard rules to install, being also possible to configure
balancing weights.
Mahout [Curtis et al., 2011] allows to detect elephant flows at the end-hosts, by observ-
ing their socket buffers. Once an elephant flow is detected, an end host signals the network
controller using in-band signaling with low overheads. According to the authors, the combination
of end host elephant detection and in-band signaling eliminates the need for per-flow monitoring
in the switches, and hence incurs low overhead and requires few switch resources.
Vassoler et al. [Vassoler et al., 2012] proposed a reconfigurable physical layer with no
link loss to provide higher throughput, and simultaneously, reduce CPU packet forwarding load
in server-centric datacenters. They used inexpensive 2x2 and fast magneto-optical switches to
transport heavy traffic and reduce the impact of multi-hop traffic forwarding by modifying the
physical topology.
MiceTrap [Trestian et al., 2013] employs scalability against the number of mice flows
through flow aggregation, together with a software-configurable weighted routing algorithm that
offers improved load balancing for mice flows.
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In large virtual data centers, the performance of applications is highly dependent on
the communication bandwidth available among VMs. VMCluster [Kakadia et al., 2013] is an
algorithm to cluster the VMs, based on their traffic exchange patterns. It also proposes an
algorithm for placing the VM clusters such that, the application performance increases and the
internal data center traffic is localized as much as possible.
B4 [Jain et al., 2013] is an application that enables to connect multiple data centers
across the world. It leverages control at the network edge to adjudicate among competing
demands during resource constraint. B4 uses multipath forwarding/tunneling to enhance available
network capacity according to application priority, and dynamically reallocates bandwidth in the
face of link/switch failures or shifting application demands.
CloudMirror [Lee et al., 2014] presents an abstraction based on application communi-
cation structure and not on the underlying physical network topology. This abstraction allow to
specify the network requirements easily, it also facilitate the translation of these requirements to
the low level infrastructure components. For guaranteeing bandwidth, CloudMirror incorporates
a VM placement algorithm that meets bandwidth requirements specified by applications.
Bandwidth Enforcer (BwE) [Kumar et al., 2015] is a hierarchical bandwidth allocation
infrastructure. BwE supports (1) service-level bandwidth allocation following prioritized band-
width functions where a service can represent an arbitrary collection of flows. (2) Independent
allocation and delegation policies according to user-defined hierarchy, all accounting for a global
view of bandwidth and failure conditions. (3) Multipath forwarding common in traffic engi-
neered networks, and (4) a central administrative point to override (perhaps faulty) policy during
exceptional conditions.
DLBS [Tang et al., 2017] proposes a dynamical load-balanced scheduling (DLBS)
approach to maximize the network throughput through dynamically balancing data flows. It uses
different scheduling algorithms that quantitatively analyze the imbalance degree of data center
networks at the beginning of each time slot and then schedule unbalanced data flows once a load
imbalance happens.
3.1.3 Application Awareness
Jarschel et al. [Jarschel et al., 2013] optimized link utilization for YouTube videos by
changing the path selection method. They studied Round-Robin, Bandwidth-Based, Deep Packet
Inspection (DPI), and Application-Aware path selection approaches. In DPI proposal, the first
packets are redirected to a DPI service, configured with regular expressions to identify YouTube
flows. If a particular flow is a YouTube video, the controller will redirect the flow to another
less congested link. Application-Aware path selection uses the same idea of DPI, but instead of
regular expressions, it uses a tool for monitoring the quality of YouTube videos.
Das et al. [Das et al., 2011] provided differential treatment and dynamically aggregated
packet flows for voice, video, and web traffic. They created virtual circuits through paths having
characteristics beneficial for specific applications. For instance, VoIP traffic can benefit from
low latency paths. For such bundles, they dynamically created a circuit between source-and-
destination packet switches, where the circuit path is the one with the smallest propagation
delay.
Atlas [Qazi et al., 2013] uses ML to identify applications using the network. It uses
end-host agents to collect information about active network sockets, which are then sent to the
controller. The controller applies an ML algorithm to identify the application by inspecting a
specific set of flow features, such as the sizes of the first N packets, source and destination ports
and IP addresses.
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OpenQoS [Egilmez et al., 2012] enables QoS for multimedia delivery over OpenFlow
networks. In order to support QoS, it groups the incoming traffic as data flows and multimedia
flows, where the multimedia flows are dynamically placed on QoS guaranteed routes and the
data flows remain on their traditional shortest path. OpenQoS does not use traditional QoS
mechanisms; instead, it collects the network state information such as link speed, available
bandwidth, and packet drop counts from switches, and it applies a formula for estimating
congested links, routing the multimedia flows through less congested ones.
Nam et al. [Nam et al., 2014] proposed an application to monitor network conditions
of streaming flow in real-time and dynamically change routing paths using multi-protocol label
switching traffic engineering (MPLS-TE) to provide reliable video watching experience. It runs
shortest path algorithm after selecting links that meet a given set of constraints (TCP bandwidth,
packet loss rate, and jitter).
Network Control Plane (NCP) [Cofano et al., 2014] is another proposal to improve
video streaming to jointly maximize users Quality of Experience and network utilization by
allocating bandwidth on a per-flow basis. It uses Network Bandwidth Reservation (NBR) strategy
to reserve a bandwidth slice to video flows.
Liu et al. [Liu et al., 2015] proposed a mapping scheme to route applications through
the network. It maintains a fixed database mapping valid paths with user applications. When a
new application flow is detected, their solution queries the database and installs the necessary
flows, speeding up the installation process.
3.1.4 High-Performance Computing
The Message Passing Interface (MPI) library is a de facto standard for developing paral-
lel and distributed programs [Achour and Nasri, 2012]. Takahashi et al. [Takahashi et al., 2015]
implemented some SDN enhanced MPI primitives; they developed an MPI Bcast (broadcast) for
eliminating duplicate packets in the network and an MPI Allreduce that makes a communication
plan to forward the reducing through distinct paths. Date et al. [Date et al., 2015] discussed the
integration of SDN with HPC infrastructure, extending Takahashi et al. [Takahashi et al., 2015]
work by incorporating a network-aware HPC job placement. They also proposed using SDN for
modifying the forwarding on network failures.
Polezhaev et al. [Polezhaev et al., 2014] proposed two modifications on BackFill job
placement algorithm [Feitelson and Weil, 1998] for making it network-aware. They also used
SDN for modifying the network to improve the inter job communication. Similarly, Jamalian et
al. [Jamalian and Rajaei, 2015] proposed A SDN Empowered Task Scheduling System (ASETS)
that allows to schedule data-intensive HPC tasks in a Cloud environment. They used the
“bandwidth awareness” capability of SDN to better use the bandwidths when assigning tasks to
virtual machines.
Alsmadi et al. [Alsmadi et al., 2016] proposed SDN-HPC, a model that allows executing
multiple HPC jobs simultaneously by creating multiple network slices. Their approach observes
the hosts that are exchanging high volumes of traffic, and avoids placing new HPC jobs on these
hosts. Finally, Wu et al. [Wu et al., 2016] implemented a network congestion detector based on
the traffic monitoring mechanism using SDN. They also designed a traffic flow scheduler that is
capable of dynamically redistributing the network traffics for fat-trees rerouting congested path
to the congestion-free ones.
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3.2 Communication Patterns
Computing systems deployed for HPC applications have to process huge information
datasets, and the communication is a significant performance factor. Kim and Lilja stated that a
proper understanding of the communication patterns in this kind of applications is essential for de-
termining how to maximize their effectiveness within a given environment [Kim and Lilja, 1998].
So, we revisited the publications studying the communication patterns.
In 1993, Cypher et al. studied the behavior of parallel applications, quantifying the
number of messages and volume transmitted in several applications [Cypher et al., 1993]. They
found three communication patterns binary tree, hypercube, and torus, concluding that the
communication patterns of those applications could be known at compilation time and remained
fixed throughout in all ran.
In 1997, Chodnekar et al. developed a framework for characterizing the communica-
tion properties of parallel applications, based on message frequency, spatial distribution and
length [Chodnekar et al., 1997]. Kim and Lilja quantified the communication patterns, char-
acterizing the traffic by using message destination, size, frequency distributions and message
locality [Kim and Lilja, 1998]. The locality was defined as a repetition of communication events
(send or receive), message size and message destination.
Vetter and Mueller examined the communication characteristics of several applications,
from the perspective of Message Passing Interface (MPI) [Vetter and Mueller, 2003]. They
characterized the applications in point-to-point and collective communication. In point-to-point
communication, they measured the number of messages, type, payload size, and destination. For
collective communication, they determined the type, frequency, and payload size.
Beson et al. conducted an empirical study of the network traffic in ten data centers,
including university, enterprise, and cloud data centers [Benson et al., 2010]. They collected and
analyzed Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) statistics, topology, and packet-level
traces. They examined the applications deployed in these data centers and their placement,
reporting the flow-level and packet-level transmission properties and their impact on network
utilization, link utilization, congestion, and packet drops. They concluded two important implica-
tions for the SDN centralized approach. First, due to the fact of a small number of active flows,
OpenFlow-switches can maintain few rules in their flow tables. Second, high frequency of flow
inter-arrival times has important implications for the scalability of the controller, suggesting the
use of multiple controllers or proactive flow installation (Section 2.3.1).
Colella was beyond of just identifying traffic patterns using some package header
information. He identified seven important numerical methods for science and engineering.
Satirizing Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs, he named them as seven dwarfs [Colella, 2004].
He formerly called them as Dense Linear Algebra, Sparse Linear Algebra, Fast Fourier Transform,
Structured Grids, Unstructured Grids, Particles, and Monte Carlo. These methods are also known
as computational motifs and they constitute classes where membership in a class is defined by
similarity in computation and data movement.
Asanovic et al. studied several different applications (such as benchmarks, database,
games and ML) and updated Colella’s list [Asanovic et al., 2006]. They renamed three dwarfs
and added six more dwarfs. Figure 3.1 shows the original seven dwarfs plus the new ones1. Fast
Fourier Transform was renamed to Spectral Methods, Particles was renamed to N-Body Methods,
and Monte Carlo was called MapReduce. These new dwarfs were called Combinational Logic,
Graph Traversal, Dynamic Programming, Backtrack & Branch+Bound, Construct Graphical
1Adapted from: http://developer.amd.com/wordpress/media/2013/06/2155_final.
pdf.
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Figure 3.1: The seven dwarfs of Colella and the six dwarfs of Berkeley.
Models, and Finite State Machine. Distributed parallel programs fall into one or more of these
13 dwarf classes and, if the variance of the expressed patterns is bounded, identification of the
dwarf class should be possible solely from observed communications [Whalen et al., 2012].
The dwarfs are widely used in many computational areas such as for designing network-
on-chip [Stuart et al., 2011], encompassing coherence protocols [Barrow-Williams et al., 2009],
and thread mapping [Diener et al., 2015], and aiming to speed up user applications [Barkai, 2009,
Beach, 2010, Solano-Quinde et al., 2011, Rubin et al., 2014].
Importance of Dwarfs on Applications Areas
There exist several works aiming to classify the applications according to dwarfs com-
putation methods [Asanovic et al., 2006, Ahern et al., 2007, Che et al., 2009, Springer, 2011,
Feng et al., 2012, Whalen et al., 2012]. We studied these works, summarizing the use of dwarfs
in computational areas (Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2: Use of dwarfs on application areas.
Asanovic et al. applied the dwarfs to a large number of computational applica-
tions [Asanovic et al., 2008]. They compared the dwarf classes against collections of benchmarks
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for embedded computing (42 benchmarks EEMBC2) and for desktop and server computing
(28 benchmarks SPEC20063). They also examined relevant application domains: artificial
intelligence/ML, database software and computer graphics/games. Figure 3.34 shows the temper-
ature chart of need of these applications. We can see that HPC applications make heavy use of
the original dwarfs proposed by Colella, presumably because this is the area of expertise of this
researcher.
Figure 3.3: Temperature chart of dwarf usage in applications.
Another relevant aspect to be considered is that the applications may have multiple
execution phases; namely, their computational workloads and communication patterns may
change at runtime [Shan et al., 2000]. For example, a MapReduce task divide in two phases
where the first phase maps a user supplied function to thousands of computers, processing
key/value pairs to generate a set of intermediate key/value pairs. The second phase reduces
the returned values from all those thousands of instances into a single result by merging all
intermediate values associated with the same intermediate key.
Communication Requirements
The applications’ communication requirements were investigated by Asanovic et
al. [Asanovic et al., 2006]. They observed that most point-to-point communications were stable
and sparse, and they are typically large enough to remain strongly bandwidth bound. Therefore,
this type of message would prefer a dedicated point-to-point pathway through the interconnect
to minimize the chance of contention within the network fabric. Another caveat is that the
point-to-point messaging tend to utilize only a fraction of the available communication paths
through a fully connected network switch fabric.
Collective communication requirements are sharply differentiated from point-to-point,
as they tend to involve very small messages that are primarily latency bound. This propo-
2https://www.eembc.org/
3https://www.spec.org/cpu2006/
4Adapted from: Asanovic et al. [Asanovic et al., 2008]
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sition was also detected by Benson et al. in their empirical study of network traffic in data
centers [Benson et al., 2010].
Although the communication patterns are sparse, they are not necessarily isomorphic.
Asanovic et al. concluded that “assigning a dedicated path to each point-to-point message transfer
is not solved trivially by any given fixed-degree interconnect topology” [Asanovic et al., 2006].
To this end, they proposed two solutions: (1) carefully place jobs so that they match the static
topology of the interconnect fabric, and (2) employ an interconnect fabric that can be reconfigured
according to the application’s communication topology.
3.2.1 Spatial and Temporal Behaviors Through Traffic Matrices
An interesting approach to be considered when analysing the communication pat-
terns is the measurement of the TM. A TM represents the amount of traffic between origin
and destination in a network. It has a tremendous potential utility for many IP network engi-
neering applications, such as network survivability analysis, traffic engineering, and capacity
planning [Zhang and Ge, 2005].
We investigated the communication patterns of a set of benchmarks devel-
oped by NASA Advanced Supercomputing Division, called NAS Parallel Benchmarks
(NPB)5 [Bailey et al., 1991], selecting those that most exchanged information among the com-
putation nodes: bt, cg, ft, and lu6, and analyzing their spatial and temporal behaviors.
Spatial Behavior
Spatial behavior can be formalized as a traffic matrix MB, where each position MB[i][ j]
holds the number of bytes transmitted from node i to node j during a specified period of time.
For the graphical visualization, we normalized the matrix to its maximum value, showing it in a
gray gradient, where cells in black are the most communicating pair of nodes and white means
that no communication happened. All traffic matrices shown in this thesis are displayed using
this grayscale.
Figure 3.4 gives the spatial behavior of selected applications, showing the total amount
of data exchanged throughout their execution time. It is possible to see that these applications
feature different spatial communication behavior; ft exchanges almost the same amount of data
across all nodes, transmitting a maximum of 185.7 MB by a pair of nodes. cg is the program
that most exchanged data, considering the pairs of nodes (597.1MB), however, as we can see
on its spatial behavior matrix, only a few pairs of nodes communicated. The total amount of
data transmitted from all computation nodes, during the entire application execution, is also
displayed.
5The NAS Parallel Benchmarks are set of programs designed to help evaluate the performance of parallel
supercomputers, consisting of five kernels and three pseudo-applications. Available at: https://www.nas.
nasa.gov/publications/npb.html
6The bt algorithm is used to compute block tridiagonal matrices; it is often used to solve engineering problems,
and it is classified as Dense Linear Algebra. The cg method is used for computing an approximation to the smallest
eigenvalue of a large, sparse, symmetric positive definite matrix; it is an Unstructured Grid dwarf. ft solves a 3-D
partial differential equation using Fast Fourier Transform; it is classified as Spectral Methods. lu uses iterative
methods for solving linear systems; it was classified as Sparse Linear Algebra.
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Figure 3.4: Spatial behavior through traffic matrices.
Temporal Behavior
Includes the notion of time to MB. It can be formalized as MT [t](MB[i][ j]), where each
instant t holds a spatial behavior matrix (MB[i][ j])t ′′, filled with the amount of data transmitted
during the interval [t′′ − t′], where t′ is the instant of time just before t′′.
Figure 3.5 shows a graphical representation of MT for the ft. At the moment t(1), it is
initializing, and there is an intensive communication among the master node i8 with all other
nodes. In the second moment (t(2)), the node i1 starts transmitting to i2, and the following
moments, it transmits to i3, i4, and i5, successively.
Figure 3.5: 3-D temporal behavior representation.
X-axis slicing the MT allows seeing how a specific node transmits data over time.
Figure 3.6 shows the x-axis slice of cg and ft. As can be seen, the selected node of cg (i7) is
transmitting data to a few nodes (i5, i8, and i10) at an almost constant rate. On the other hand, ft
has a different behavior and the selected node (i1) is transmitting, in sequence, to all the other
nodes.
Discussion
We executed these programs multiple times, varying the data input size and the number
of computing nodes (Figure 3.7). We perceived that, regardless of the input data or the number
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Figure 3.6: Temporal behavior of specific transmitting nodes.
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Figure 3.7: Communication behavior varying the amount of computing nodes.
of computing nodes, it was possible to visually identify different patterns on their TMs. Except
for the MapReduce dwarf, all other tested HPC applications and benchmarks presented a “well-
behaved” communication pattern, meaning that a given HPC application executed in a set of
nodes has a strong trend to transmit the same amount of data across the same nodes.
We also ran several applications classified as the same computational dwarf, realizing
that each application maintained a specific communication pattern, but we could not observe
similarities among the different applications’ TMs.
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3.2.2 Computational Techniques for Classifying the Communications
As stated earlier, HPC applications exchange an enormous volume of data, quickly
stressing the capabilities of networks, so automated methods for understanding of the commu-
nication demands and classifying these applications became a major challenge in networking
research [Srivastava et al., 2016].
Existing proposals for detecting the communications fall into three categories where
each one has its own Achilles’ heel. The first approach uses port-based classification process
and has been recognized as being inaccurate as many applications have adopted dynamic port
numbering to overcome the performance limitations of networks [Dhote et al., 2015].
Another approach is based on DPI which consists of examining the payloads of the
packets for classifying traffic. This approach not only imposes significantly higher computational
complexity but also requires specific knowledge of the application protocols [Bujlow et al., 2013].
Furthermore, many applications, such as HPC applications, may adopt cryptographic methods for
ensuring security in the communication among their computing nodes and therefore preventing
DPI from classifying any traffic.
In a third category, ML techniques have been used for traffic classification; these
methods work by exploiting intrinsic and statistical flow information as a representation for
feeding the ML classifiers. For instance, packet size average and variance, total number of
packets or bytes, flow duration, server and client port numbers. So, we selected some relevant
works which have achieved significantly high classification accuracy.
Bernaille et al. proposed a technique using an unsupervised ML (Simple K-Means)
algorithm that classified different types of TCP-based applications using the first few packets of
the traffic flow [Bernaille et al., 2006]. Their tests aimed to classify ten applications, and their
approach was able to identify more than 80% of the applications flows correctly. Eerman et al.
classified the traffic using supervised (Naïve Bayes classifier) and unsupervised learning (Expec-
tation Maximization clustering algorithm) [Eerman et al., 2006]. Their testbed was composed of
traces collected from University of Auckland which tried to classify eight applications. Their
results show an accuracy of 91% when using unsupervised learning and 82% with supervised
learning.
Soysal and Schmidt investigated and evaluated the classification performance of three
supervised ML algorithms (Bayesian Networks, Decision Trees, and Multilayer Perceptrons)
for classifying six different types of traffic [Soysal and Schmidt, 2010]. Their datasets were
acquired from the National Academic Network of Turkey, and the accuracy reported in their
paper ranges from 95% to 97%. Zhang et al. developed a feature selection algorithm which
pre-filters most of the features and further uses a wrapper method to select the best features for a
specific classifier [Zhang et al., 2012]. Their approach was evaluated using three classifiers from
the traces captured from different networks, achieving more than 94% flow accuracy and 80%
byte accuracy on average.
Fahad et al. proposed a method for identifying both optimal and stable features relying
on a multi-criterion fusion-based feature selection technique [Fahad et al., 2014]. They used
traffic dataset collected from the University of Cambridge, classifying twelve applications with
five classifiers (K-Nearest Neighbours, Naïve Bayes, Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine,
and Logistic Regression), and getting an accuracy ranging from 70% to 97%. Moreover, surveys
recently published [Dhote et al., 2015, Srivastava et al., 2016] report the existing techniques for
traffic classification using ML.
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3.3 Chapter Remarks
In this chapter, we reported the advantages and issues that emerged with SDN, sum-
marizing their use in proposals for optimizing applications. We realized that these approaches
speed up specific applications by modifying network forwarding or by applying QoS or provide
higher-level abstractions to make it easier for the user to perform these operations. Some efforts
also combat the issues included by SDN by condensing the number of matching entries in the
switches’ flow tables and by installing the necessary rules in advance.
We also saw some efforts for characterizing the communication patterns through some
information such as message type, destination, frequency distributions, and size. We presented
the concept of dwarfs for classifying the communication patterns expressed by HPC applications.
We related their communication requirements, mapping the application areas and exposing the
importance of dwarfs in several computational areas.
We investigated how the communication patterns can be expressed through traffic
matrices, considering their spatial and temporal behaviors. We concluded that these applications
tend to transmit the same amount of data across the same computing nodes and we call this
as a “well-behaved” communication pattern. Computational approaches for classifying the
communications were also described in this chapter.
Despite the great diversity of published works using SDN for optimizing applications, to
the best of our knowledge, no study exploit the well-behaved communication patterns expressed
by the HPC applications for reprogramming the network, aiming to accelerate the applications.
So, next chapter we present our first attempt for using the communication patterns to optimize
HPC applications.
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Chapter 4
Communication Patterns for
Programming the Network
As reported previously in Section 3.2, Asanovich et al. investigated the require-
ments of point-to-point and collective communications, concluding that one possible solu-
tion was to reconfigure the network according to the application’s communication topol-
ogy [Asanovic et al., 2006]. In this chapter, we present the Communication Pattern Network
Programming (CPNP) framework, our proposal for using the communication patterns expressed
by HPC application as the key logic for programming the SDN-enabled devices; it was based on
our previously published work [Trois et al., 2017].
This framework keeps a database of communication patterns, annotated with constraints
on latency-sensitive and bandwidth-intensive communications. When CPNP receives a call to its
API, it identifies the pattern in its database, and evenly places the communications according to
existing constraints: latency-sensitive are forwarded through low-latency paths and bandwidth-
intensive are spread over multiple links.
CPNP was designed for preventing both issues shown in Table 3.1; it decreases the (I1)
latency for populating the flow tables by proactively installing all necessary rules before starting
the application and (I2) flow table lookup time is reduced by grouping the matching flows. So,
the first part of our evaluation, we performed experiments for testing these two aspects. These
results were published by us in another paper [Trois et al., 2016a].
As most of HPC applications are implemented using the MPI library, the second part of
our evaluation we used the OSU Micro-Benchmarks (OMB)1 for characterizing how the path
lenght can influence communications throughput and latency.
In the final part of the evaluation, we made experiments focused on demonstrating the
effectiveness of our approach for accelerating HPC applications. We performed tests on two
HPC benchmarks and also in HPC applications, comparing CPNP with traditional protocols
used for load-balancing multiple-path networks.
4.1 Communication Pattern Network Programming Frame-
work
CPNP is a framework for programming SDN according to the spatial and temporal
behaviors expressed by HPC applications; it uses the well-behaved communication patterns
1The Ohio State University Micro-Benchmarks are available at: http://mvapich.cse.ohio-state.
edu/benchmarks/
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expressed by these applications as basis for balancing their flows through the available network
paths. It is composed of two main components, the Network Programming Module (NPM)
and the Traffic Matrix Database (TMD). Figure 4.1 shows the CPNP framework architectural
components and their interactions.
CPNP Framework
Traffic Matrix
Database
HPC 
Application
Topology 
Information
Path Processor
Network Devices
Network Programming Module
SDN Rules 
GeneratorAPI
SDN
Controller
Figure 4.1: CPNP architecture.
4.1.1 Traffic Matrix Database
The TMD stores the computing nodes communication as TMs, where each cell keeps
the amount of traffic (packets and bytes) transmitted among every pair of ingress and egress
nodes. CPNP provides an option for measuring and recording the communication patterns; in
this operation, the switches flow table statistics are collected and based on source and destination
addresses it computes the number of transmitted bytes and packets, storing this information in
XML format. The recording operation is performed only once per each different TM; for all the
upcoming executions, CPNP uses the information stored in the TMD.
The TM may also keep, in each cell, the communication constraints, allowing the
HPC developer to inform which communications are latency-sensitive or bandwidth-intensive.
This information may also be set through latency and bandwidth thresholds (in bytes per
packet). CPNP classifies the cells as bandwidth-intensive if their average packet size (APS)
values ( total number o f bytestotal number o f packets ) are greater than the defined bandwidth threshold; similarly, the
cells with APS values lower than the latency threshold are classified as latency-sensitive. An
important remark is that the Ethernet protocol specifies a default of 1500 bytes for its Maximum
Transmission Unit (MTU). It means that the largest packet that can be sent is 1500 bytes; when
the application sends a bigger message, it is broken into smaller pieces before being transmitted.
For this reason, the APS shown in the traffic matrices are always lower than 1500.
We will use the MPI_Allreduce primitive to explain CPNP; this MPI function combines
values from all nodes and distributes the result back to all nodes. Figure 4.2 shows an example
of XML, generated by CPNP, for storing the TM for this primitive. The communication from
i9 to i1 is classified as bandwidth-intensive, so the CPNP should forward it through bandwidth-
intensive paths, while from node i9 to node i2 the communication is classified as latency sensitive
and must be allocated through path with a maximum of two hops.
A graphical representation of the MPI_Allreduce TM is shown in Figure 4.3. In this
figure, the bandwidth threshold was configured to 1100 and the latency set to 120. The bandwidth-
intensive cells are shown in blue (dark gray in B&W), the cells in green (light gray in B&W) are
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<?xml version=“1.0” encoding=“UTF-8”?>
<traffic_matrix>
<matrix id=“100” name=“MPI_Allreduce”>
...
<src_host>i9
<dst_host>i1
<num_bytes>42752734</num_bytes>
<num_packets>35346</num_packets>
<bandwidth intensive=“true”></bandwidth>
</dst_host>
<dst_host>i2
<num_bytes>9394</num_bytes>
<num_packets>81</num_packets>
<latency max_num_hops=“2”></latency>
</dst_host>
...
</src_host>
...
</matrix>
</traffic_matrix>
Figure 4.2: XML representation of MPI_Allreduce TM with latency and bandwidth constraints.
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Figure 4.3: MPI_Allreduce TM graphical representation.
defined as latency-sensitive, the gray ones have no constraints. The cells are normalized to the
highest value; darker cells indicate higher values and white cells no communication occurred.
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4.1.2 Network Programming Module
The NPM is responsible for interpreting the API calls and generating the SDN messages
for programming the network devices. It includes the Topology Information Module (TIM), an
external API, the Path Processor Module (PPM), and the SDN Rules Generator Module (RGM).
The TIM keeps the topology information such as the network links, the computing
nodes locations, and network devices and ports. In this module, the links can also be manually
annotated as latency-sensitive and bandwidth-intensive. Although in the current version of CPNP
the topology is manually informed, it is possible to obtain and compute this information through
the SDN controller or the Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP)2.
CPNP provides an API allowing the developer to inform which pattern the application
is going to communicate. Currently, this API offers a single function (int net_set_pattern(int
pattern_id);) receiving the pattern_id and returning true if the network was successfully pro-
grammed or false on error.
...
if(net_set_pattern(100)){ // mpi_allreduce
MPI_Allreduce(sendbuf, recvbuf, size, MPI_FLOAT, MPI_SUM,
MPI_COMM_WORLD);
} else {
printf(“Error: could not program the network.”);
}
...
Figure 4.4: Example of calling CPNP API.
Figure 4.4 shows an example where the API is called to program the network for the
MPI_Allreduce communication primitive (pattern_id=100).
Upon receiving an API call, the NPM uses the argument pattern_id to read the TM
from TMD, identifying which nodes have exchanged information, as well as their latency and
bandwidth constraints. The topology information is acquired from TIM. With this informa-
tion, NPM allocates the nodes communications among the network paths and sends messages
for programming the network devices with these forwarding rules. Due to the well-behaved
communication patterns expressed by the HPC applications, and to avoid the time-consuming
task of continuously reading the network state, CPNP uses the stored bandwidth and latency
information.
PPM first generates low-priority rules for communicating all-to-all computing nodes,
preventing any pair of nodes to be incommunicable. For reducing the number of rules in the
flow tables, an approach similar to MiceTrap [Trestian et al., 2013] is used, grouping the flows
by the destination address. So, mid-priority rules are created using Dijkstra weighted shortest-
path [U-Chupala et al., 2014] for allocating the TM cells identified as bandwidth-intensive.
Finally, the latency-sensitive communications are accommodated, with the highest priority, on
the latency annotated links. Whenever a communication is established in a path, its weight is
increased.
After the communication being placed, the RGM creates the OpenFlow messages for
proactively programming the network devices’ flow tables. In the implemented version, the
switches are directly programmed through OpenFlow protocol, but this module can be modified
for using any controller’s API.
2http://www.ieee802.org/1/files/public/docs2002/lldp-protocol-00.pdf
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4.2 Evaluation
CPNP aims preventing the latency for populating the switches flow tables and also
reduce the flow table lookup time; so, we first evaluated these two aspects. Next, in our
evaluation process, we investigated how the communications are affected by the underlying
topology, considering latency and bandwidth. Finally, we assessed our approach with HPC
applications and benchmarks, aiming to check the overall performance of CPNP on improving
their execution times.
The evaluation was structured in three parts, where the first part (Section 4.2.1) is
devoted to understanding how CPNP can tackle the SDN issues presented in Section 3.1. The
second part (Section 4.2.2), the experiments investigate how the path lenght and message
size affect the throughput and latency. Lastly, in Section 4.2.3, we analyze the feasibility of
accelerating HPC applications.
For all experiments, the applications were executed 30 times and their execution times
were recorded. To avoid the pitfalls introduced by simulation and emulation tools, and be sure
that the obtained results are correct and accurate, all experiments were executed in a real testbed.
As the baseline, we measured all experiments with the switches configured as L2/L3 mode3,
using the simplest possible topology: all computers connected to a single switch.
Our testbed was composed of 16 Lenovo PCs with processor Intel quad-core 3.2Ghz,
8GB RAM, 1TB HD, 1 Gigabit Ethernet, running Linux Debian 8.2, and MPI implementation
mpich-3.2. Three Pica8 P-3290 OpenFlow switches running the operating system PicOS v2.6.4.
Each switch has 48 x 1 Gigabit Ethernet ports, four 10 Gigabit optical SFP+ ports, and a Firebolt3
chipset supporting up to 2048 flow entries in its TCAM memory. This switch can operate in two
modes of operation: L2/L3 mode and Open vSwitch (OVS) mode. The OVS mode supports
OpenFlow 1.4, through Open vSwitch v2.0 integration4. The evaluation was performed using
OMB v5.3, NPB v3.3.1, and OpenLB v1.0.
4.2.1 Investigating SDN Issues
For the first part of the evaluation process, we examined how the network programma-
bility and flow load balancing can impact the HPC applications performance. We used the
NPB benchmarks that most exchanged information among the computing nodes: bt, cg, ft, and
lu. These programs were previously described in Section 3.2.1 and their TMs are shown in
Figure 3.4. They all presented a single communication phase, meaning that during all execution
time their temporal behavior does not significantly change. Their spatial behaviors were recorded
and stored in the TMD before performing the tests.
Impact of Network Programmability
To understand the impact of network programmability, we used a single switch pro-
grammed with CPNP, Ryu5, and Pox6, two well-known SDN controllers, forwarding the flows
with their default reactive learning switch. We executed the most rule-intensive applications,
ft and lu, using 16 computers, measuring their execution time and investigating the installed
matching rules. Figure 4.5(a) shows the execution times for lu application.
3Layer 2 / Layer 3: The switch runs as a non-SDN switch.
4http://openvswitch.org/
5https://osrg.github.io/ryu/
6https://github.com/noxrepo/pox
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Figure 4.5: Time for executing ft and lu in 16 computers connected to a single switch.
When the switch is programmed with Ryu controller, the application execution time
was close to the baseline. However, the first execution the time was higher due to the time for
querying the controller. When controlled by Pox, the application took longer to execute, this is
explained because the controller is creating and installing rules for every new flow (microflow).
Furthermore, Pox installs the rules using an expiration timeout. When these timeouts expire, the
rules are removed and the controller is queried again. With CPNP, the execution time achieves
the baseline, because it proactively installs the necessary rules.
Figure 4.5(b) shows the measured times for ft. When controlled with Ryu the application
execution average time was 1.4 seconds slower. However, in the first execution, to install the
all-to-all nodes matching rules, it took 106.4 seconds (77% longer than the baseline). When
the switch was controlled by Pox, the ft execution time was much higher, taking an average of
approximately 94 seconds to finish its execution. The average application execution time using
CPNP was again near to the baseline.
We note that the Ryu installs the matching rules using source and destination MAC
addresses. So, for the ft application, it installed 240 rules on the switch’s flow table. On the other
hand, Pox ranged from 117 to 334 rules. The higher number is because Pox creates microflow
rules, and the idle and hard timeouts were responsible for the variation. Due to the all-to-all
intensive communication, for this application we defined no latency or bandwidth constraints so,
the number of rules installed by CPNP was 16 because they match only the destination addresses.
An important remark is scalability regarding network states for installing rules based on
the {source, destination} tuple. It implies that the necessary number of rules grows exponentially,
and can be calculated as n × (n − 1), where n is the number of nodes. Considering 48 computing
nodes connected to all P-3290 Ethernet ports, and a controller installing an all-to-all communica-
tion flows, it will be necessary a total of 2256 flow entries, exceeding the 2048 entries TCAM
size. In our testbed switches we observed that the RTT for a ping message goes from 0.3ms for
rules stored in TCAM to 4ms when they are located the software flow table. The throughput goes
from 936Mbits/s when rules are stored in TCAM to only 4Mbits/s when stored in the software
table.
Impact of Load Balancing
For testing the impact of how the flows are allocated through the network paths, we
used the two applications that more exchanged traffic considering the pair of nodes (cg and bt).
They were executed in 16 computers connected through topology shown in Figure 4.6. The
topology is composed of three switches, one spine and two top-of-rack (ToR) switches. The ToR
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switches have eight computers connected to its Gigabit Ethernet ports, and they are connected to
the spine with four Gigabit links, annotated in CPNP as bandwidth-intensive.
Figure 4.6: Real testbed topology.
To assess the outcome, we compared the application execution time executed in the
given topology, programmed with CPNP, against a single switch in L2/L3 mode (baseline). We
also measured the execution time when the applications flows were unbalanced on the links.
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Figure 4.7: Time for executing cg and bt in 16 computers connected to the given topology.
Figure 4.7(a) shows the measured execution time of this experiment for cg application
while Figure 4.7(b) gives the bt application. For both applications, the execution time had a
very small increase, in average 100 milliseconds, when the network was programmed with
CPNP, compared to the baseline; this is explained by the overhead imposed by the topology.
However, when elephant flows [Curtis et al., 2011] were allocated sharing a link, the execution
time increased considerably.
These two first experiments shown that the network programming may affect the HPC
applications performance, as well as, a properly flow allocation can also speed them up. Next we
present the second part of our evaluation, where the experiments were carried out for testing the
impact of path lenght on communications.
4.2.2 Characterizing the Impact of Path Length on Communications
For understanding the impact of the network topology on throughput and latency
for HPC applications, we investigated the MPI point-to-point communication primitives tests
available on OMB7. We observed the variations in latency and throughput when the traffic was
forwarded through paths varying from one to six hops. We chose this maximum value because
7http://mvapich.cse.ohio-state.edu/benchmarks/
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the current datacenter network topologies are designed with a maximum of six hops between any
pair of nodes [Yao et al., 2014].
We executed all point-to-point latency tests (osu_latency, osu_latency_mt, and
osu_multi_lat), but due to the similarity of the results, we only present the values of osu_latency
test. This test is carried out in a ping-pong fashion; the sender sends a message with a certain
data size (which is increased in each testing step) to the receiver and waits for a reply from it.
The receiver receives the message from the sender and sends back a reply with the same data
size.
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Figure 4.8: Latency for different hop count and message size.
Figure 4.8(a) shows the latency values (in micro-seconds) for the different tested
message sizes when the communication is performed through a single hop (only one switch).
Figure 4.8(b) shows the relative increase in latency, compared to the single hop value, varying
the number of hops from two to six.
Figure 4.8(c) shows the percentage increase in latency, where the cells in red represent
an increment higher than 10%. This figure facilitates the increased latency visualization; for
example, considering an application with latency-sensitive communication, tolerating an increase
up to 10% in latency, and transmitting messages with 512 bytes. In this case, the application
traffic must be forwarded through a path with a maximum of two hops.
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Just as happened with the latency tests, the values obtained for all bandwidth tests were
similar, so we show only the results of OMB Bandwidth Test (osu_bw). This test has a sender
sending out a fixed number of end-to-end messages and waiting for a reply from a receiver. The
receiver sends the reply only after receiving all these messages. The bandwidth is calculated
based on the elapsed time and the number of bytes sent by the sender.
(a) Throughput values for a single hop.
(b) Relative throughput decrease.
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Figure 4.9: Throughput for different hop count and message size.
Figure 4.9(a) shows the measured throughput (GB/s) for transmitting the different
messages size through one hop and Figure 4.9(b) plots relative decrease in throughput for hop
variation. Figure 4.9(c) present the percentage increase compared to the single hop values. For
messages larger than 4096 bytes, the link becomes saturated, and throughput stops decreasing.
We can also see that for messages larger than 2048 bytes, the throughput percentage increase is
lower than 10%, even if they are forwarded through six hops. Thus, we conclude that the number
of hops does not significantly affect bandwidth-intensive communications.
We also executed the OMB Multiple Bandwidth / Message Rate test (osu_mbw_mr);
this test evaluates the aggregate bandwidth and message rate between multiple pairs of processes.
Each of the sending processes sends a fixed number of messages back-to-back to the paired
receiving process before waiting for a reply from the receiver.
In Figure 4.10(a), it can be seen the message rate (msg/sec) for different message size
forwarded through a single hop. There is a large variability on the throughput for small messages
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Figure 4.10: Message rate for different hop count and message size.
[1,8,64,512], varying from [2.4,19,151,559] Mbps respectively, as expected. Whereas for
larger messages (≥ 4096 bytes), it achieves the capacity of the link, decreasing the message
rate variation. Figure 4.10(b) shows that the message rate falls sharply when small messages
(≥ 64 bytes) are forwarded through a higher number of hops. It is possible to see that for these
messages, through one hop, the message rate is around 300,000 msg/sec; however, when the test
is performed via six hops, this rate decreases to less than 200,000 msg/sec. Thus, if the HPC
application depends on exchanging a huge number of small messages, then it is mandatory to
send them along paths with the least number of hops.
In the coming section, we performed evaluations aiming to enhance the performance of
HPC applications.
4.2.3 Improving HPC Applications
For testing the feasibility of improving the performance of HPC applications, we
performed three different experiments. In the first experiment, we used CPNP for improving
the MPI collective primitives by balancing their communications through the network paths. In
the second experiment, our approach is applied for reducing the execution time of NPB, and in
the third experiment, we optimized the network for HPC applications implemented using the
OpenLB library [Heuveline and Latt, 2007].
For these experiments, we used the testbed topology shown in Figure 4.11; it is com-
posed of one spine and two ToR switches. The sixteen computing nodes (i1..i16) are divided
between the two ToR switches. The spine switch is connected to the ToR through four links,
annotated as bandwidth-intensive (identified in blue). The topology also includes a link con-
necting the ToR switches; this link is annotated as latency-intensive (in green). Besides the
baseline, we also measured these experiments with the network devices configured with LACP
for aggregating the Ethernet interfaces into a single logic interface.
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Figure 4.11: Testbed topology annotated with bandwidth and latency information.
The LACP applies a hash function on some packet header fields for choosing the output
port to forward packets. The problem is that two or more long-lived flows can collide on their
hash and end up on the same output port, creating a bottleneck, overwhelming the switch buffers,
and degrading the overall switch performance [Al-Fares et al., 2010].
Improving MPI Collective Communications
MPI collective primitives are used in most HPC applications, being responsible for a
significant fraction of the communication time [Rabenseifner, 1999]. We selected the three OMB
tests that most exchanged data through the network to conduct this experiment (MPI_Allgather,
MPI_Allreduce, and MPI_Bcast). These benchmarks measure the average latency of collective
operations across their processes, for various message lengths, over a large number of iterations.
They were executed in our testbed using 16 processes (one process per computer). For increas-
ing the amount of traffic transmitted through the spine switch, when evaluating the primitive
MPI_Allgather, the computing nodes were informed in a random order.
Before running CPNP, we measured and stored these benchmarks TMs, annotating
some cells as bandwidth-intensive and latency-sensitive, as shown in Figure 4.3, Figure 4.12(a),
and Figure 4.12(b).
We tested different thresholds, choosing those that provided the lowest average latency
for each test. The allocation of bandwidth-intensive traffic (in blue) had a significant impact on
results, meaning that, when they were properly balanced, the benchmarks achieved a latency time
close to the baseline. However, for the evaluated MPI primitives, allocating the latency-sensitive
communications on the latency link (in green) did not influence the result significantly. This
is explained because latency-sensitive communications are dependent on bandwidth-intensive
messages.
Figure 4.13(a) shows the OSU MPI_Allreduce latency test normalized to the baseline.
It is possible to see that, when the network was configured using LACP, for messages larger than
8192 bytes, there is a significant increase in the average latency, taking nearly 200% longer than
the baseline for the largest message. When the network devices were programmed with CPNP,
in the worst case, the average latency took 25% more than the baseline.
The Figure 4.13(b) and Figure 4.13(c) present the relative latency increase for
MPI_Allgather and MPI_Bcast respectively. Both charts show a considerable increase for
message larger than 8192 bytes. In both tests, in the worst case, LACP increased latency time
more than twice, while CPNP increased 57% and 17% for MPI_Allgather and MPI_Bcast.
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(b) MPI_Bcast.
Figure 4.12: MPI collective primitives’ TMs annotated with bandwidth and latency constraints.
These results show that a proper allocation of communication is fundamental for
reducing the latency, and consequently, reducing the overall execution time of MPI operations.
Next section we present our tests with parallel benchmarks and HPC applications.
Parallel Benchmarks
We modified four tests from NPB, including calls to CPNP API, for programming the
network according to their communication patterns. Again we selected the benchmarks that most
exchanged information among their computation nodes: bt, cg, ft, and lu.
For Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15, the baseline comprises the computation time coupled
with the communication time through a single switch. The overhead imposed by the topology
and the manner the communications are balanced on the links by LACP and CPNP are displayed
on the top of each bar.
For cg and lu, the execution time using CPNP was close to the baseline; the increment
for bt and ft was respectively 4% and 36%. When the flows were distributed through LACP, the
baseline times for bt, cg, ft, and lu incremented respectively 14%, 52%, 161%, and 8%.
To confirm that the LACP was not equally dividing the communications among the
paths, we analyzed the switch ports statistics when running the ft kernel and we realized that
three ports had transmitted approximately 3 Gigabytes and the other port forwarded merely 2.6
Megabytes. With CPNP, all ports transmitted around 2.2 Gigabytes.
HPC Applications
Finally, we modified two HPC applications, including calls to CPNP API, for amending
the forwarding according to their communication patterns. The first application examines a
steady flow past a 3D cylinder placed in a channel. The cylinder is offset somewhat from the
center of the flow to make the steady-state symmetrical flow unstable [Schäfer et al., 1996]. The
second application implements a backward facing step, being used to simulate flows through
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(a) MPI_Allreduce latency test relative increase.
(b) MPI_Allgather latency test relative increase.
(c) MPI_Bcast latency test relative increase.
Figure 4.13: OMB MPI collective latency tests.
rough-walled rock fractures [Briggs et al., 2014]. Both applications were implemented using the
OpenLB library [Heuveline and Latt, 2007].
The 3D cylinder application had a 8% increase in the execution time when the flows
were placed with CPNP and 17% with LACP. By examining the ports of switches, we realize that
again LACP did not balance the communications; some ports transmitted about 11 Gigabytes,
while other ports only 3.7 Gigabytes. The execution time of the second application increased
about 26.5% when the communications were placed with LACP, comparing with CPNP.
For these applications, as well as for the ft kernel, even when CPNP properly distributed
the communications on the existing links, the overhead was considerable. This happened because
the amount of information exchanged between the two Pods was higher than the capacity of
existing links. This problem could be mitigated by including new bandwidth links from ToR
switches to the spine switch.
We also measured the overhead introduced by CPNP API calls. Among the tested
applications, the time for programming the switch’s flow tables, on average, was 0.47 seconds.
This overhead is slightly higher for applications that need to install more rules. For instance,
the bt application demanded the installation of 48 rules, which is twice the number of rules
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(b) NPB ft parallel kernel.
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(c) NPB cg parallel kernel.
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(d) NPB lu pseudo application.
Figure 4.14: NAS Parallel Benchmarks execution times.
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(b) 3D backward facing step.
Figure 4.15: HPC applications execution times.
compared to other applications. The average time for programming the rules for bt was around
0.54 seconds.
These experiments show that even in the case of extremely simple topology, HPC
applications performance is highly affected by unequal loads in the network paths. However,
CPNP provides a way to program the network to meet the pattern communications to be suitably
balanced through network paths. Moreover, CPNP allows more agility for setting up routes/flows
on the underlying physical network topology, exploring the existing redundant paths for flows that
are throughput oriented or providing shortest paths for those that need low latency guarantees.
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4.3 Chapter Remarks
In this chapter we presented CPNP, a framework for evenly placing the HPC applica-
tions communications on the available network paths. Our approach relies on (i) storing the
application traffic matrices annotated with bandwidth and latency constraints; (ii) providing an
API to enable the HPC application developer to easily modify the network forwarding for his
needs, and (iii) using this information for balancing the communications on the network paths.
We performed experiments for showing that our solution can efficiently handle some
issues introduced by SDN. We also studied the impact of path length and message size on latency
and throughput, concluding that the number of hops does not significantly affect bandwidth-
intensive communications and if the HPC application depends on exchanging a huge number
of small messages it is mandatory to send them along paths with the minimum number of hops.
Finally, we presented the experiments for demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach by
improving the MPI collective operations and accelerating up to 26.5% the execution time of
HPC applications.
The CPNP framework ease the complex, tedious, and error-prone task of programming
the network, but it still requires HPC application to be modified by including calls to its API. So,
in the next chapter, we present an novel method for automatically classifying the communication
patterns, reporting how the CPNP framework was extended for including this method.
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Chapter 5
Abstracting and Automating the Network
Programming
In the previous chapter we proved through CPNP that the performance of HPC appli-
cations can be improved when their flows are balanced across the existing network paths. The
problem is that CPNP requires the application to be modified by including calls to its API so, an
automated solution would be required for automatically detecting the communication patterns.
The first challenge for developing an automated solution was to detect which application
is currently using the network resources. As reported in Section 3.2.2, the existing methodologies
for identifying applications are port-based, DPI, and ML-based. The first two methods have
issues and restrictions and, as the goal of ML is to develop methods that can automatically detect
patterns in data, we decided using ML in our implementation.
As far as we know, the traffic classification employing ML mainly uses statistical in-
formation collected from the network for feeding the ML classifiers. As CPNP was already
acquiring the TMs, we developed a novel method employing characteristics (features) extracted
from the application TMs, as an input for the classifiers. This method works by applying a func-
tion for “unscrambling” the TMs, resulting in the rendering of different visual textures for each
communication pattern. Then, we used two well-known textural representations, Uniform LBP
(ULBP) [Ojala et al., 2002] and Robust LBP (RLBP) [Zhao et al., 2013] for extracting the fea-
ture vectors that feed two different classifiers, Support Vector Machines (SVM) [Vapnik, 1999]
and Random Forest (RF) [Breiman, 2001]. We evaluated the ML method on two real testbeds,
realizing that it correctly classified more than 98% of communication patterns, while other
proposals reported in the current bibliography obtained, at best, an accuracy of 87%.
In this chapter we present this ML method and a framework, derived from the CPNP,
called TReco (Traffic Matrix Recognition framework). This framework joins the ML method
for automatically identifying the applications with our approach for programming the network
according to the communication patterns. In our evaluation the execution time was reduced
by 15.8% when the framework was used to tune the network according to the communication
patterns.
5.1 Traffic Matrix Recognition Framework
The Traffic Matrix Recognition (TReco) framework was designed to identify which
HPC application is using the network and to reprogram the switches for optimizing the network
according to the application’s communication pattern.
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Figure 5.1: Flowchart for learning the communication patterns.
TReco has two operation modes, the first mode is used for “learning” the communication
patterns. The Figure 5.1 shows the flowchart of this mode; the ML processing is displayed on
the right side, highlighted in light green, and the stages where user intervention is required are
marked with the drawing of little man.
The first stage consists in the acquisition of TMs. It can be done by live acquiring
the TM from the network; in this case, the user informs the application executable and a name
used for storing locally the TMs. The second option is reading files containing TMs previously
acquired from the network.
Next, two processes occur in parallel, (i) all acquired TMs are displayed to the user that
identifies the communication patterns, grouping the TMs in those patterns. (ii) For preprocessing
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the TMs, we developed a method for generating different textures for each communication
pattern, then a visual descriptor method is applied for extracting the feature vectors that are going
to be used as input by the ML classifier.
To be sure that the amount of TM acquired is sufficient, and that the TReco will be able
to classify them in the running mode, an accuracy performance verification is executed. In this
stage, the new communication patterns are used, along with the previously learned patterns, for
feeding the classifier, which identifies them and shows to the user the prediction accuracy. If
the user considers the results adequate, the classifier training files are updated with the learned
patterns.
Lastly, the user informs the bandwidth and latency constraints for the learned commu-
nication patterns, this information is stored in the “CPNP part of the framework”, and used for
generating the forwarding rules.
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Figure 5.2: Flowchart for classifying the communication and modifying the forwarding.
The second operating mode of TReco is the running mode; in this case, the system
continuously acquires the TMs on-the-fly, applies our preprocessing function, extracts the feature
vectors, and classifies the communication pattern. When the same communication pattern is
identified a predetermined number of times, the system modifies the switches’ forwarding tables
to optimize the network for that pattern. The flowchart of this mode is shown in Figure 5.2. The
processing stages displayed in the flowcharts are described in the next sections.
5.1.1 Data Acquisition: Getting the Traffic Matrices
The first stage of a pattern recognition system is the data acquisition. In our case, the
input depends on collecting the applications’ TMs. As stated in Section 3.2.1, a TM can be
formalized as a matrix M, where each position M[i][ j] holds the number of bytes transmitted
during a time t, from node i to node j. Also, the temporal behavior during the application
execution can be seen as a set of multiple TMs M[i][ j](t), collected for every time t.
An important remark is that the manner of TMs are collected is orthogonal to
TReco, which means that it might be obtained using different techniques [Gong et al., 2015,
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Trois et al., 2016a]. We developed two ways for collecting the TMs, the first way was described
in our previous work [Trois et al., 2017], it consists in installing traffic measurement rules in
each SDN-enabled switch, and at every time t, the switches’ flow tables are dumped to files,
finally these files are parsed for generating the TMs.
The second way was using the strace Linux utility for intercepting all the network related
system calls. These system calls are recorded to a file and parsed locally in each computing
node, extracting the total amount of bytes transmitted to and received from all other nodes. At an
adjustable time t, all nodes sent the parsed data to a master node which consolidated it into the
TM for the time t.
5.1.2 Preprocessing: The Unscrambling Function
Usually, the collected data for pattern recognition cannot be easily processed by com-
puter algorithms and some preprocessing must be performed for facilitating the classification.
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Figure 5.3: Unscrambling function.
Commonly, when the users want to execute an application in a HPC environment, they
have to submit it to a job tracker or queuing system. This system is responsible for automatically
allocating the required computing resources and returning a list of computing nodes (cn1, cn2, ...,
cnn). Figure 5.3 shows TMs when the application’s processes (ap1, ap2, ..., apn) are allocated
in an ordered manner (i.e. ap1 in cn1, ap2 in cn2, ..., apn in cnn) and when the processes
are randomly distributed on the computing nodes (“Hosts in Random Order” column). If the
processes are allocated in a random order, it is not possible to identify any visual textures in their
TMs, because they are composed of many scattered points.
For tackling this problem, we have developed an Unscrambling Function that reorders
the TM lines and columns, rendering a different texture for each communication pattern. The
basic premise of this function is, for each line, to “bring” the most communicating pair of
nodes close to the matrix main diagonal. As we can see, in the two right columns of Figure 5.3,
after applying the Unscrambling Function, it is possible to visually distinguish the applications
looking at the generated textures, independently of the hosts allocation order.
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The Pseudocode 1 presents the unscrambling function. For every line in the TM, it first
locates the column with the highest value (after the main diagonal), and then swaps the entire
column, bringing it close to the main diagonal. As the computing nodes are the x and y-axes of
the TM, it is mandatory also to swap the column situated in the same position of the swapped
line.
Algorithm 1 The unscrambling function
1: function UnscrambleMatrix(mat)
2: max ← 0
3: max_pos ← −1
4: for line ← 0, sizeo f (mat) do
5: for col ← (line + 1), sizeo f (mat) do
6: // find the position of the highest value for each line
7: if mat[line][col] > max then
8: max ← mat[line][col]
9: max_pos ← col
10: end if
11: end for
12: if max_pos > 0 then
13: for i ← 0, sizeo f (mat) do
14: aux = mat[i][line + 1] // swap column
15: mat[i][line + 1] = mat[i][max_pos]
16: mat[i][max_pos] = aux
17: aux = mat[line + 1][i] // swap line
18: mat[line + 1][i] = mat[max_pos][i]
19: mat[max_pos][i] = aux
20: end for
21: end if
22: end for
23: end function
5.1.3 Feature Extraction
After collecting and unscrambling the TMs, the next stage consists of extracting the
feature vector. As stated before, our proposal considers the textures, so we applied the Local
Binary Pattern (LBP) [Ojala et al., 2002], a model widely used for texture classification.
For doing the LBP, we consider C as each cell in the TM. The value of C is compared
with its eight neighbors cells, starting with the top-left, and following a clockwise order. If C is
greater than the neighbor’s value, write "0", otherwise write "1", resulting in an 8-digit binary
number which is converted to decimal; this is the LBP value calculated for that cell. The same
operation is performed with all cells in the TM and a histogram is created as a 256-dimensional
feature vector.
We implemented two LBP optimizations, the first, called ULBP [Ojala et al., 2002],
reduces the length of the histogram to a 59-dimensional feature vector. This optimization
introduced a concept based on the transition between 0’s and 1’s in the LBP image. A binary
LBP code is considered uniform if the number of transitions is less than or equal to 2, also
considering that the code is seen as a circular list. That is, the code 11010011 is not considered
uniform because it contains four transitions. But the code 11110011 is characterized as uniform
because it has only two transitions.
The second is named RLBP [Zhao et al., 2013], which considers the input image as
being noisy and proposes changing one single bit from the original LBP (only if this modification
turns it in a uniform pattern). In the previous example, if we change the third bit from 0 to 1
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(11110011), it will result in a uniform pattern, which is a more meaningful pattern for the texture
representation and classification.
5.1.4 Traffic Matrix Classification
As our assumption was to classify the applications based on already known TMs, so we
used the supervised classification. In this type of ML algorithm, a labeled database, defined as
the training set, is used as the input to the classifier. We used the classifiers SVM [Vapnik, 1999]
and RF [Breiman, 2001] to evaluate the discriminative power of our proposed representation.
SVM is a popular classification algorithm, which builds a hyperplane in a high-
dimensional space that may be used either for classification or regression. Different from
other linear discriminant functions, it provides the optimal hyperplane that separates two classes.
The RF is an ensemble approach that uses decision tree predictors. The rationale behind ensemble
methods is that a group of weak learners can come together to form a strong learner.
5.2 Evaluation
For evaluating our proposal, we first investigated the accuracy our method for character-
izing the applications by using the traffic matrices’ visual features. Next, we investigated the
processing time of each stage of our approach and lastly, we analyzed its overall performance for
reducing the execution time of HPC applications.
First, for assessing our proposed ML approach, we used two different scenarios, an
Intel based cluster and a HPC machine, executing two different types of applications that
are normally executed in HPC environments: MapReduce and scientific applications. We
measured the accuracy of our method with two classifiers and compared it with four relevant
ML methodologies found in current literature. The second evaluation step aimed to measure the
overall performance of our proposal. We first investigated the amount of time required for each
processing stage of the framework. Next, we executed a queue of applications, letting TReco
for automatically identifying the running application and reprogramming the network for its
communication pattern. We measured the execution time for the entire queue with our approach
and with LACP.
5.2.1 Experimental Testbed
Intel Cluster (Cluster A) This cluster is composed of 16 Lenovo PCs each with Intel
8-core 3.2Ghz processors, 8GB RAM, 1TB HD, 1 Gigabit Ethernet, running Linux Debian 8.2,
mpich-3.2, Disco MapReduce1 (v0.5.4),NPB v3.3.1, and OpenLB v1.0. These computers are
connected to a 48 port Gigabit Ethernet Pica8 P-3290 switch running the operating system PicOS
v2.6.4. This switch supports OpenFlow v1.4 through Open vSwitch2 (v2.0) integration.
BlueCrystal Phase 3 (Cluster B) This cluster is a HPC machine belonging to the
University of Bristol3 which is comprised of 223 base blades, where each blade has 2.6 GHz
SandyBridge processor with 16 cores, 64GB RAM, and a 1TB SATA disk. Besides these “base
blades,” there are also 100 blades that can host dual GPGPUs, and 18 large memory blades each
containing 256GB of memory. This cluster runs Scientific Linux (v6.4), Disco MapReduce
1http://discoproject.org/
2http://openvswitch.org/
3https://www.acrc.bris.ac.uk/acrc/phase3.htm
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(v0.5.4), OpenLB v1.0, Torque (v4.2.4.1)4 plus Moab (v7.2.9)5 as the queuing system, and the
mpich2 (v1.4.1p1)6 as the standard MPI.
Experimental Datasets
To evaluate the classification method, we ran the MapReduce and scientific applications,
performing tests with different number of processes (16, 32, 64, and 128), collecting their TMs
every second for a period of 30 minutes. For comparing TReco with the previous version of the
framework, we repeated the experiments reported in Section 4.2.3, executing the NPB with 16
and 64 processes. 7.
MapReduce Is often used to solve problems when a vast amount of input information
can be processed concurrently with a large number of computers (nodes). Usually, MapReduce
takes advantage of data locality, processing it on or near the storage assets. In this computation
phase, no communication occurred, and the collected TMs were “blank”.
a) Map / Reduce b) Shuffle
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Figure 5.4: MapReduce traffic matrices.
To evaluate MapReduce, we executed the Disco application examples8 and collected
their TMs. After gathering the TMs, we analyzed them and we could identify two different
communication patterns, which are presented in Figure 5.4. The operations Map and Reduce
have a similar communication pattern (Figure 5.4(a)) where the only communication that exists
is between the master and all other nodes and vice-versa. On the other hand, the data shuﬄing
operation is more network intensive. As it can seen in Figure 5.4(b), this operation does not have
a singular pattern and the communication may occur among many pairs of random nodes.
Scientific Applications In our evaluation, we measured the TMs of the four most
network-intensive scientific applications implemented with the OpenLB library: a) Multi-
component demonstrates the instability generated by a heavy fluid penetrating a light one; b)
Cylinder simulates flow passing through a circular cylinder; c) Bifurcation reproduces human
lungs bifurcation; and d) Poiseuille law that relates the pressure drop of a steady flow through
a long cylindrical pipe with a constant radius. Figure 5.5 shows the TMs acquired from these
applications.
All matrices presented in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5 have been preprocessed, meaning
that the unscrambling function has already been applied to them.
4http://www.adaptivecomputing.com/products/open-source/torque/
5http://www.adaptivecomputing.com/products/hpc-products/moab-lite/
6https://www.mpich.org/
7This dataset is publicly available at: https://github.com/celiotrois/treco_dataset
8https://github.com/discoproject/disco/tree/develop/examples/
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Figure 5.5: Scientific applications traffic matrices.
Table 5.1: Feature vectors used in related works.
Reference Feature vector
Eerman et al. [Eerman et al., 2006]
total number of packets
average packet length (client to server)
average packet length (server to client)
average packet length (bidirectional)
flow duration
average data packet length
average packet inter-arrival time
Fahad et al. [Fahad et al., 2014]
server port
total number of packets with PUSH bit
total number of bytes sent in the initial window (server to client)
total number of RTT samples
Soysal and Schmidt [Soysal and Schmidt, 2010]
server port number
client port number
total number of packets
total number of bytes
flow duration
service type
flags type
protocol type
Zhang et al. [Zhang et al., 2012]
server port
minimum segment size (client to server)
total number of bytes sent in the initial window (server to client)
total number of bytes sent in the initial window (client to server)
5.2.2 Assessing the Machine Learning Classification Method
In this step, the collected TMs were randomly divided into two sets (with the same
number of TMs), a training set used to feed the classifiers SVM and RF and a testing set used to
classify the applications. The results reported in this section are the average of ten trials.
For comparing our classification results with the state-of-the-art, we extracted the
feature vectors of four existing works that achieved significantly high classification accuracy:
Eerman [Eerman et al., 2006], Fahad [Fahad et al., 2014], Soysal [Soysal and Schmidt, 2010],
and Zhang [Zhang et al., 2012]9. The information used for creating the feature vectors is pre-
sented in Table 5.1.
For every experiment, we have first tuned the classifiers as follows. We first tested
different kernels for SVM and then, the kernel parameters γ and C were empirically defined
through a grid search and fivefold cross-validation using the training set10. This operation was
9For simplicity, when referring to these works, we used only the first author’s surname.
10http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/svm.html
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also applied to tune the parameters for the RF classifier. All the experiments were carried out
using scikit-learn [Pedregosa et al., 2011], an open-source ML library in Python.
Figure 5.6 shows the accuracy SVM and RF for classifying the applications. As
can be seen, the overall accuracy obtained by the classifiers was higher when using features
extracted from the TMs textures. RF achieved better results for all tested feature vectors,
where the three highest values were 98.19%, 96.37%, and 87.65% for our approach (RLBP),
our approach (ULBP), and Zhang [Zhang et al., 2012], respectively. When using the SVM
classifier, our approach reached an accuracy of 94.87% with both LBP implementations and
Zhang [Zhang et al., 2012] achieved 72.72%.
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Figure 5.6: Accuracy of classifiers.
We observed in Figure 5.6, that the feature vectors described in the previously discussed
literature (Eerman [Eerman et al., 2006], Fahad [Fahad et al., 2014], Zhang [Zhang et al., 2012],
and especially Soysal [Soysal and Schmidt, 2010]) did not achieve the level of accuracy as
reported in their respective papers. We believe that the contributing factor to this discrepancy was
that all applications use the same server port (TCP port number 22) for encrypted communication
and, as the server port is one feature used by them, it was not discriminative for classifying
these applications. Another element that may contributed for this variance is the intrinsic
communication randomness of the MapReduce shuﬄing phase.
Figure 5.7 illustrates the average classification time normalised to the maximum value,
computed when SVM classified our approach (ULBP).. Our first observation is that RF was
faster than SVM in all cases, this can be explained by the very different nature of the algo-
rithms design. The results show that Eerman [Eerman et al., 2006], Fahad [Fahad et al., 2014],
and Soysal [Soysal and Schmidt, 2010] achieved the highest classification speeds with the RF
classifier, slightly higher than 20% of the highest measured time.
It is possible to observe a difference of 20% when SVM classified the two imple-
mentations of LBP. This difference occurred because, during the training phase, the SVM
needed more support vectors for ULBP than for RLBP. With SVM the fastest time was for
Eerman [Eerman et al., 2006], followed by Zhang, taking just under 40% of the maximum time.
When comparing the different approaches with the RF classifier, we can see that our approach is
about 10% slower than the other methods.
The time measured for RF to classify our approach is around 10% higher than that of
other approaches. This difference in our testbed corresponds to 17.8 µs. On the other hand, the
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Figure 5.7: Normalized classification time.
accuracy of our method is less than 2% than the optimal solution, and the best accuracy obtained
with the other methods was 10.5% worse than ours.
5.2.3 Overall Evaluation
In this second evaluation step, we executed four NPB tests (bt, cg, lu, and mg), setting
up TReco to automatically recognize them. As the improvement in the execution time of ft
benckmark with our approach was considerably higher than LACP, we decided not using it to
avoid interfering the result. Before starting the evaluation, we ran TReco in the learning mode,
collecting approximately 200 TMs from each benchmark, annotating them with the bandwidth
and latency constraints, and storing them in TReco’s database.
First, we evaluated the processing time for all stages of TReco in the running mode,
considering 16 and 64 processes; these results are shown in Figure 5.8. We did not evaluate
the times of learning mode because it is executed sporadically, only when new communication
patterns have to be added.
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Figure 5.8: Times measured for each TReco’s processing stage.
The time for executing all ML processing, from acquiring to classifying a TM was, on
average, 0.46 seconds for 16 processes and 0.9 seconds for 64 processes. For programming the
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network devices, on average, we measured 0.77 seconds for 16 processes and 2.8 seconds for 64
processes; the standard deviation for this case, not shown in the figure, was 1.38 seconds.
The standard deviation for programming the network devices was considerable, this is
explained by the substantial variation in the number of rules for each communication pattern.
For example, to change the network forwarding, considering 64 processes, the total number of
rules installed on the three switches were respectively 162, 48, 48, and 136 for the bt, cg, lu, and
mg benchmarks.
Finally, to see how TReco would work in a real HPC environment, we used a Linux
shell script to simulate a queuing system, adding to it several times, at random, a call to the
benchmark tests known by the framework. For assessing it, we used the same methodology
described in Section 4.2, connecting all computers to a single switch configured as L2/L3 mode
to be the baseline. We also used the same topology described in Figure 4.11, measuring the times
with our approach and with LACP.
We executed TReco in the running mode and started the queuing system. Our framework
acquired, processed, and classified the TMs every four seconds, if it recognized three times
consecutively the same communication pattern, it reprogrammed the switches according to that
pattern, placing the latency-sensitive flows in latency paths and balancing the bandwidth-intensive
communications across the bandwidth links.
The classification accuracy in this test was 98.5%, and we noticed that the most pre-
diction errors occur when a benchmark finishes its execution and the next one starts executing.
However, in our tests, the network was never reprogrammed erroneously, because TReco only
reprograms it after three consecutive predictions.
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Figure 5.9: Random queue execution times.
Figure 5.9 shows the execution times for running the simulated queuing system. The
time for executing all applications, considering all processes connected to the same switch
(baseline), took 8379 seconds (2.32 hours) for 16 processes and 6865 seconds (1.9 hours) for 64
processes. Considering the overhead imposed by the topology, for 16 processes our approach
increased the execution time in only 2.8%, while LACP was near to 17%. For 64 processes our
approach increased the time in 4.4% and LACP worsened it in more than 20%. Once again we
analyzed the statistics of the LACP ports, realized that it was not evenly balancing the flows.
We also analyzed the individual times of each benchmark, realizing, in average, an
increase in the execution time of 8.2%, compared to the values obtained with the CPNP (reported
in Section 4.2.3). This difference is explained by the time taken by the framework to “realize”
that the network is running a different communication pattern, and also for reprogramming its
devices.
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5.3 Chapter Remarks
In this chapter we presented TReco, a system designed for automatically identifying
the communication patterns and reprogramming the network behavior for speeding up the
applications execution time. The system has two modes of operation, the first is used for
learning the communication patterns and defining the bandwidth/latency constraints. The second,
the running mode, is executed for automating the communication pattern identification and
optimizing the network.
The chapter also reported a novel approach we proposed for classifying communication
patterns using the textures of TMs as input for ML techniques. The approach consists of
measuring the TMs and applying a preprocessing function for generating different visual textures
for each pattern. The feature vectors are extracted through two methods widely used for texture
recognition, the ULBP and the RLBP. These feature vectors are used as input for SVM and RF,
two ML classifiers.
We performed experiments for classifying the traffic of four scientific applications plus
two MapReduce execution phases, comparing the accuracy of our proposal with four methods
described in current literature. As the applications use secure communication and the shuﬄing
phase of MapReduce presents randomness in the communications among the computing nodes,
the best accuracy measured for the other approaches was 87.6%. On the other hand, our method
achieved approximately 98.2%, because it uses information extracted from the TMs and therefore
has the advantage of having a global and comprehensive view of the network communications.
Texture is a powerful tool for classification, it has been used for classifying hundreds of
classes in many different fields. For instance, Bertolini et al. has used the textures for identifying
and verifying 650 different writers, achieving accuracies as higher as 99% [Bertolini et al., 2013].
We thus concluded that it is possible to use different information from that commonly used (i.e.
intrinsic and statistical flow information) for traffic classification, and extracting the textures
from TMs proved to be a good option.
Another important consideration is the time for executing the entire process. It took,
in average, less than one second from acquiring the TMs to classify the applications. For
programming the network devices, the average measured time was 2.8 seconds. If we consider
that the execution time of a MapReduce or a scientific application may take several hours, we
perceive that the time used by our approach is negligible and that our approach can be used.
Finally, for evaluating a queuing system, we executed, in random order, communication
patterns known by TReco, using the framework to automatically recognize these patterns and
to program the network for optimizing them. We measured the execution time for the entire
queue when the communications were balanced with the LACP and with our approach, realizing
a decrease in time of 15.8% when the network was programmed by TReco.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
This work aimed to investigate how the communication patterns expressed by HPC
applications could be used in conjunction with SDN to create abstractions that would allow
optimizing the network according to the communications requirements, with the final purpose of
reducing the execution time of these applications.
For understanding the abstractions offered by SDN, we explored its different program-
ming levels, surveying the feature of all SDN programming languages, searching for abstractions
that could help us achieve our goal. This study revealed a wide range of features with consider-
able amount of intersections among them. Due to the absence of standardization and the lack
of consensus on the terminology used for naming these abstractions, we proposed a taxonomy
for grouping them. We identified nineteen different features, divided into ten categories. To
reach the objective proposed in this thesis, we used windowed history monitoring abstraction for
collecting the TMs and we applied a path selection abstraction for placing the application flows
on the network paths.
We studied many SDN related work aiming to speed up applications, realizing that
the most used techniques are changing the network forwarding or applying QoS; higher-level
abstractions are often offered to facilitate these operations. We also study the issues introduced by
the SDN programmability and we observed that the main problems are the time for querying the
controller to populate the network devices’ flow tables and, due to the huge number of matching
rules installed in these tables, the time to perform a lookup on them.
For better understanding the HPC applications’ communication patterns, we analyzed
their TMs, inspecting the spatial and temporal behaviors. We concluded that HPC applications
tend to transmit the same amount of data across the same computing nodes, independently of the
input data or the number of processing nodes; we named this as “well-behaved communication
patterns.” We realized that the TMs could be used for identifying the different communication
patterns and, as the communications are well-behaved, the TMs also could be used for identifying
the communications’ requirements.
So, we developed a framework for placing the HPC applications communications
through the network available paths. Our approach relied on storing the application TMs and
annotating them with bandwidth and latency constraints. The framework provides an API that
enable the HPC application developer to specify which communication pattern his application
uses and, based on the previous stored TMs, the bandwidth-intensive and latency-sensitive
communications are evenly placed on the network paths. The framework avoids the issues
introduced by SDN by proactively installing the necessary flows and reduce the number of flow
entries by grouping the flows by destination address.
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We evaluated the framework analyzing the impact of network programmability, the
consequences of multiple flows sharing the same path, and the delay caused by path length
on point-to-point and collective communications. For our experiments, we used a real testbed,
comparing our solution with LACP, a well-known protocol for balancing the flows over multiple
network links. We used HPC benchmarks and real applications for assessing our proposal; at
best, it halved the execution time of benchmarks and reduced the time of real applications up to
26.5%.
The proposed framework abstracts the complex, tedious, and error-prone task of pro-
gramming the network, but requires the application to be modified including calls to its API.
So, we developed an automatic solution for detecting the communication patterns. As HPC
applications may adopt cryptographic methods for ensuring security in the communication, we
decided using a ML approach. As we were already acquiring the TMs, we developed a new
method using them. The problem is that the queue manager (or task scheduler) can return the
computational nodes in random order so, we developed a function to unscramble the TMs. This
function generates similar visual textures for each communication pattern, regardless the order
the nodes were allocated. Two well-known textural representations (ULBP and RLBP) were
used for feeding the ML classifiers. Our methodology for detecting the communication patterns
succeeded with an accuracy rate over 98% in our experiments.
Finally, the ML method was incorporated into the framework, generating an autonomic
solution that abstracts the network programming by automatically identifying the communication
pattern and modifying the network forwarding. For evaluating the framework, we created a queue,
, in random order, of different communication patterns. We computed the total time for executing
this queue when the network was configured with LACP and we also ran our framework for
automatically identifying these communication patterns and modifying the network behavior.
We observed a reduction in the execution time of 15.8% when the network was programmed
with our approach.
This work proves that the execution time of the HPC applications can be reduced if
their communication patterns are used as input for reprogramming the SDN-enabled devices,
tuning the network according to the requirements of each communication pattern. However,
we use only a subset of the existing techniques to demonstrate our initial thesis, leaving many
opportunities for future research.
As stated before, we used windowed history monitoring and path selection for tuning
the network. One possible extension of our work is investigating how the other SDN abstractions
can be used for improving the performance of HPC applications. One possibility is to apply QoS
rules on the latency-sensitive communications for prioritizing them. We also do not consider
network failures then fault tolerance mechanisms can be incorporated into our work to make it
fault-tolerant. Also, as future work, security issues can be studied and addressed.
Our proposal considers the applications running in a dedicated cluster so, it can be
extended to an environment with several applications executing simultaneously. In this case,
virtual network slices can be created, one for each application, and our method can be used
for tuning each network slice. A coordinator module will also be needed for handling the
intersections of the flows allocated in the different slices.
Lastly, some aspects that our prototype still requires user intervention may be automated.
For example, read the topology from controller and automatically set the bandwidth-intensive
and latency-sensitive paths, employ heuristics to analyze TMs and automatically identify latency
and bandwidth constraints, and improve the method to classify the communication patterns by
employing ML techniques to automatically identify these patterns.
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